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Homotopy theory of G–diagrams and equivariant excision

EMANUELE DOTTO

KRISTIAN MOI

Let G be a finite group. We define a suitable model-categorical framework for
G–equivariant homotopy theory, which we call G–model categories. We show that
the diagrams in a G–model category which are equipped with a certain equivariant
structure admit a model structure. This model category of equivariant diagrams
supports a well-behaved theory of equivariant homotopy limits and colimits. We then
apply this theory to study equivariant excision of homotopy functors.

55N91, 55P91; 55P65, 55P42

Introduction

The concept of G–diagram was introduced, under different names, in Villarroel-Flores’s
thesis [29] and independently by Jackowski and Słomińska [16], and they were further
studied by Villarroel-Flores [30]. In the current literature the theory of G–diagrams has
been only partially developed. It is limited, due to the fact that it is used for very specific
applications, to properties of homotopy colimits of G–diagrams in the category of
spaces or of simplicial sets (see eg [16] or Thévenaz and Webb [27]). The contribution
of the present paper is a systematic treatment of G–diagrams in a nice (simplicial,
cofibrantly generated etc) model category. An immediate advantage of this general
theory is that it allows us to work in the category of genuine G–spectra. Additionally,
it is the first treatment of homotopy limits of G–diagrams. As an application of this
abstract framework, we set up a theory of equivariant enriched homotopy functors and
formulate an “equivariant excision” condition in terms of cubical G–diagrams. This
condition agrees with Goodwillie’s notion of excision [13] when G is the trivial group,
and with Blumberg’s definition [4] for the category of G–spaces.

Given a finite group G acting on a category I by functors a.g/W I ! I, a G–
diagram in a category C is a functor X W I ! C together with natural transformations
gX W X !X ı a.g/ for every g in G, which are compatible with the group structure.
A map of G–diagrams is a natural transformation between the underlying diagrams
that commutes with the structure maps (see Definitions 1.1 and 1.2). We write C Ia for
the resulting category of G–diagrams. The category C Ia is isomorphic to the category
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of diagrams in C indexed on the Grothendieck construction of the action functor
aW G!Cat (see Lemma 1.9 and [16, Section 2]). If the category of G–objects CG is a
sufficiently nice model category, such as G–spaces with the fixed point model structure,
or orthogonal G–spectra with the genuine G–stable model structure, we prove:

Theorem 2.6 Let C be a G–model category (see Definition 2.1). There is a cofibrantly
generated sSetG–enriched model structure on the category of G–diagrams C Ia with
weak equivalences (resp fibrations) the maps of G–diagrams f W X ! Y such that
the value fi at the object i 2 ob I is a weak equivalence (resp fibration) in the model
category CGi of objects with an action of the stabilizer group Gi .

The authors first became interested in G–diagrams while working on equivariant
delooping results for so-called real algebraic K–theory and real topological Hochschild
homology. A recurring example of a G–diagram in this work is the following:

Example Let X be a pointed space with an action of C2 , the cyclic group of order
two, with � W X ! X representing the action of the non-trivial group element. A
diagram of pointed spaces

(1) Y
p
// X Z

q
oo

together with mutually inverse homeomorphisms r W Y ! Z and l W Z ! Y which
cover � , in the sense that p ı l D � ı q and q ı r D � ı p , defines a C2–diagram
of pointed spaces. The pullback Y �X Z inherits a natural C2–action given by
.y; z/ 7! .l.z/; r.y//, and similarly the homotopy pullback

Y �hX Z D f.y; ; z/ 2 Y �X
I
�Z j p.y/D .0/ and .1/D q.z/g

inherits the action .y; ; z/ 7! .l.z/; � ı x; r.y//, where x.t/D .1� t /. The usual
inclusion Y �X Z ,! Y �hX Z is equivariant with respect to these actions. Let R1;1

denote the sign representation of C2 on R and let �1;1X be the space of pointed maps
from the one point compactification SR1;1 to X with C2 acting by conjugation. If Y
(and hence Z ) is contractible, then a contracting homotopy induces a C2–homotopy
equivalence

Y �hX Z '�
1;1X:

On underlying spaces, this just an instance of the well-known homotopy equivalence

�X ' holim.�!X  �/:

This example illustrates how limits and homotopy limits of punctured C2–squares
of spaces carry a C2–action and how these can be used to construct the loop space
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by the sign representation of C2 . More generally, when it makes sense to talk about
the limit, colimit, homotopy limit or homotopy colimit of a G–diagram X in any
ambient category C, these constructions have natural G–actions induced by the structure
maps gX (see Corollary 1.5 and Section 1.2). Moreover, the usual comparison maps
limX ! holimX and hocolimX ! colimX are equivariant, as we already observed
for the C2–diagram (1). In general, most constructions involving (co)limits and (co)ends
enrichments applied to G–diagrams produce G–objects and equivariant maps between
them. The homotopy limits and colimits of G–diagrams are homotopy invariant in the
following sense:

Corollary 2.22 The functors holimW C Ia ! CG and hocolimW C Ia ! CG preserve
equivalences between fibrant diagrams and point-wise cofibrant diagrams, respectively.

We prove other fundamental properties of these equivariant homotopy limits and colimits
functors, analogous to classical theorems from homotopy theory of diagrams:

� Theorem 2.25 A homotopy cofinality theorem for homotopy limits and colimits
of G–diagrams, generalizing the results [27, Theorem 1; 30, Section 6].

� Corollary 2.26 A twisted Fubini theorem, showing that homotopy colimits of
G–diagrams over a Grothendieck construction can be calculated “point-wise”
(an equivariant analogue of Chachólski and Scherer [6, Proposition 26.5]). As an
immediate corollary we obtain an equivariant analogue of Thomason’s homotopy
colimit theorem [28].

� Theorem 2.28 An Elmendorf theorem, showing that for suitable ambient cat-
egories one can equivalently define the homotopy theory of G–diagrams by
replacing G with the opposite of its orbit category (a diagrammatic analogue of
the classical result of [11]).

As an application of this model categorical theory of G–diagrams, we define and
study equivariant excision. Classically, a homotopy invariant functor between model
categories is excisive if it sends homotopy cocartesian squares to homotopy cartesian
squares (see [13]). Blumberg [4] shows that this notion is not well behaved when the
categories involved are categories of G–objects; enriched homotopy functors on the
category of pointed G–spaces TopG� ! TopG� that are classically linear (excisive and
sending the point to a G–contractible space) are a model only for the category of naïve
G–spectra. In order to model genuine G–spectra, one needs a property stronger than
classical linearity. Blumberg achieves this by adding an extra condition to linearity, a
compatibility condition with equivariant Spanier–Whitehead duality.
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Here we take a different approach to equivariant excision, following the idea that
the relation between equivariant excision and excision should resemble the relation
between genuine G–spectra and naïve G–spectra. Instead of adding an extra condition
to classical excision, we replace squares by “equivariant cubes”, similarly to the way
one replaces integers with G–representations in defining G–spectra. For a finite G–
set J we consider the poset category P.J / of subsets of J ordered by inclusion. This
category inherits a G–action from the G–action on J.

Definition (G–excision) A J–cube X in C is a G–diagram in C shaped over P.J /,
ie it is an object of C P.J /

a . We say that X is homotopy cartesian if the canonical map

X∅ �! holim
P.J /n∅

X

is a weak equivalence in the model category of G–objects CG. Dually, it is homotopy
cocartesian if the canonical map hocolimP.J /nJ X ! XJ is an equivalence in CG.
A suitably homotopy invariant functor ˆW CG! DG is called G–excisive if it sends
homotopy cocartesian GC–cubes to homotopy cartesian GC–cubes.

Here GC is the set G with an added disjoint basepoint on which G acts by left multi-
plication. It plays the role of a “regular” G–set, analogous to the regular representation
of G in stable equivariant homotopy theory. The added basepoint has an important role,
discussed in detail in Remark 3.15. We prove in Proposition 3.31 that this notion of
G–excision is equivalent to Blumberg’s definition [4] when C is the category of pointed
spaces. The paper contains a series of fundamental properties of G–excision, which
appropriately reflect the fundamental properties of excision to a genuine equivariant
context. They can be summarized as follows:

� Remark 3.14 A G–excisive functor CG! DG is classically excisive, that is,
it sends homotopy cocartesian squares in CG to homotopy cartesian squares
in DG.

� Corollary 3.23 A G–linear functor is also H–linear for every subgroup H
of G.

� Proposition 3.36 Every enriched G–linear homotopy functor ˆ from finite
G–CW–complexes to G–spectra is equivalent to one of the form Eˆ ^ .�/ for
some G–spectrum Eˆ .

� Theorem 3.35 The identity functor on G–spectra is G–excisive: for any finite
G–set J, a J–cube of spectra is homotopy cartesian if and only if it is homotopy
cocartesian.
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� Theorem 3.20 Any G–excisive reduced homotopy functor ˆW CG ! DG

satisfies the Wirthmüller isomorphism theorem, that is, the canonical map
ˆ.G˝H c/! homH .G;ˆ.c// is an equivalence in DG for every subgroup H
of G and H–object c of CH.

� Corollary 3.28 and Remark 3.29 If DG is suitably presentable, a construc-
tion similar to Goodwillie’s differential [13] defines a universal G–excisive
approximation to any reduced homotopy functor CG! DG.

These properties have interesting consequences for the identity functor on G–spectra.
The fact that it is G–excisive shows that the theory of equivariant cubes provides a good
context in which the category of G–spectra is “G–stable”. Moreover, Theorem 3.20 ap-
plied to the identity functor on G–spectra gives a new proof of the classical Wirthmüller
isomorphism theorem. An analysis of the structure of the proofs of Theorems 3.20
and 3.35 gives the following argument: The identity on G–spectra is G–excisive
as a direct consequence of the equivariant Freudenthal suspension theorem, by for-
mally manipulating homotopy limits and colimits. Given an H–equivariant spectrum
E, there is an explicit homotopy cocartesian .G=H/C–cube of spectra WE with
initial vertex .WE/∅ D GC ^H E and holimP.G=HC/n∅ WE D FH .GC; E/. By G–
excision for the identity functor, WE is homotopy cartesian, that is, the canonical map
GC ^H E! FH .GC; E/ is a stable equivalence of G–spectra.
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1 Definitions and setup

1.1 Categories of G–diagrams

We first introduce some notation and conventions. If C is a (possibly large) category
and I is a small category, we write C I for the usual category of functors from I to C.
By topological space we will mean a compactly generated weak Hausdorff space and
Top is the category of such spaces with continuous maps between them. We write
Map.X; Y / for the space of maps from X to Y endowed with the compact–open
topology. The based variants of the above are Top� and Map�.X; Y /.
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In the following, C will be a category, G a finite group and I a small category. By
a slight abuse of notations we will also write G for the category with one object �
and one morphism gW � ! � for each element g 2 G, with composition given by
g ıhD gh. The group G will act on I from the left and we will encode the action as
a functor aW G! Cat sending � to I. Most of the content of this section can be found
in the work of Jackowski and Słomińska [16] or Villarroel-Flores [30].

Definition 1.1 (cf [16, Definition 2.2; 30, Definition 3.1) Let X W I ! C be an I–
shaped diagram in C. A G–structure on X with respect to the action a is a collection
of natural transformations fgX W X !X ı a.g/gg2G such that

(1) eX D idX,

(2) .gX /a.h/ ı hX D .gh/X for all g , h 2G,

where .gX /a.h/ is the natural transformation obtained by restricting gX along the
functor a.h/W I ! I. An I–shaped diagram X with a G–structure will be called an
I–shaped G–diagram in C with respect to the action a , or simply a G–diagram in C

if I and a are understood.

In order to simplify the notation we will mostly write g instead of a.g/ when this does
not cause confusion. Accordingly, when X and Y are I–indexed G–diagrams we will
write fg for the restriction of a map f W X ! Y along the functor g D a.g/W I ! I.
In the later sections we will sometimes write g instead of gX.

Definition 1.2 A map of G–diagrams f W X!Y is a natural transformation f WX!Y

of underlying diagrams such that for each g 2G the diagram

X
f

//

gX

��

Y

gY

��

X ıg
fg

// Y ıg

commutes in C I.

The composite of two maps of G–diagrams is again a map of G–diagrams. For a fixed
action a of the group G on I we write C Ia for the category whose objects are the
G–diagrams in C with respect to a and with morphisms the maps of G–diagrams.

Example 1.3 Let Œn� be the usual category with objects 0; 1; : : : ; n and a morphism
i ! j if and only if i � j. For a small category I the nerve NI is the usual simplicial
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set with NInD Fun.Œn�; I /. Taking over-categories gives a functor N.I=�/W I ! sSet.
The G–action on I gives maps N=i;g W N.I=i/!N.I=gi/ for g 2G and i an object
of I, by mapping

.i0! � � � ! in! i/
g
7�! .gi0! � � � ! gin! gi/:

These maps combine to give a G–diagram structure on N.I=�/. Similarly, the functor
N.�=I /opW I op ! sSet with the maps Ni;g=W N.i=I /op ! N.gi=I /op defines a G–
diagram in sSet.

Let I and J be small categories with G–actions a and b , respectively, and let
F W I ! J be a functor. We say that F is G–equivariant if it commutes strictly
with the G–actions, that is, if F.gi/ D gF.i/ and F.g˛/ D gF.˛/ for all objects
i in I and morphisms ˛ in I. If Y is a J–shaped G–diagram then the restriction
F �Y D Y ıF has a naturally induced G–structure with maps g.F �Y / D F �.gY /.

Now assume that C is complete and cocomplete. Then the functor F �W C J ! C I

has a left adjoint FŠ and a right adjoint F� given by left and right Kan extension,
respectively. We will now see that, if X is an I–shaped G–diagram, then there are
natural G–structures on FŠX and F�X. We treat the left Kan extension first.

The value of the functor FŠX on an object j of J is given by the coequalizera
.i0

˛
!i1;f WF.i1/!j /

Xi0

s
//

t
//

a
.i0;f WF.i0/!j /

Xi0
// // FŠXj ;

where s projects onto the source of the indexing map ˛ and t maps into the target
of ˛ by the map X.˛/. For an element g 2G the natural transformation gX induces
a map of diagramsa

.i0
˛
�!i1;f WF.i1/!j /

Xi0

s
//

t
//

`
gXi0

��

a
.i0;f WF.i0/!j /

Xi0
// //

`
gXi0

��

FŠXj

gFŠXj

��a
.i 00

˛0

�!i 01;f
0WF.i 01/!gj /

Xi 00

s
//

t
//

a
.i 00;f

0WF.i 00/!gj /

Xi 00
// // FŠXgj

and the dotted arrow is the j–component of the natural transformation

gFŠX W FŠX ! .FŠX/ ıg:
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It is not hard to see that the set fgFŠXgg2G constitutes a G–structure on FŠX and
that the underlying functor FŠ takes maps of I–indexed G–diagrams to maps of J–
indexed G–diagrams. Similarly, for the right Kan extension F� a dual construction
with equalizers gives a G–structure fgF�Xgg2G on F�X. We write simply FŠX and
F�X for the G–diagrams obtained in this way.

Proposition 1.4 The constructions FŠX and F�X define functors FŠ , F�W C Ia ! C J
b

.

A particularly interesting case of the above is when J D � is the category with one
object, one morphism and trivial G–action. In this case the functors FŠ and F� are
more commonly known as colimI and limI, respectively.

Corollary 1.5 Let X be an I–indexed G–diagram. Then the above constructions
induce natural left G–actions on colimI X and limI X.

Example 1.6 (Products and coproducts) Let I be a discrete category with G–action,
ie a G–set, and consider a G–diagram X in the category Set of sets. The coproduct`
I X is the set of pairs .i; x/ with x 2Xi and the action of g 2G is given by

g.x; i/D .gXi .x/; gi/:

The product
Q
I X is the set of functions xW I !

S
i2I Xi such that x.i/ 2 Xi for

all i 2 I. The action of g 2G on x 2
Q
I X is determined by the equation

.gx/.gi/D gXi .x.i//:

This example generalizes to arbitrary categories with products and coproducts but the
notation becomes more cumbersome when one can no longer speak about elements of
objects.

We now give an alternative description of G–diagrams which is sometimes easier to
work with.

Definition 1.7 Let G Ìa I be the following category:

� obG Ìa I D ob I .

� A morphism i ! j in G Ìa I is a pair .g; ˛W gi ! j /, where g 2G.

� Composition is given by .h; ˇW hj!k/ı.g; ˛W gi!j /D.gh; ˇıh˛W ghi!k/.

Remark 1.8 The category G Ìa I is the Grothendieck construction of the functor
aW G! Cat, sometimes denoted G

R
a (see eg [28]).
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A G–diagram X gives rise to a functor XÌa W G Ìa I ! C by setting XÌa
i DXi on

objects and defining
XÌa.g; ˛W gi ! j /DX.˛/ ıgXi

on morphisms. We leave it to the reader to check that this respects composition of
maps.

Lemma 1.9 The assignment X 7!XÌa is functorial and defines an isomorphism of
categories

ˆW C Ia �!
� CGÌaI :

Proof The functoriality is clear. We define a functor ˆ0W CGÌaI ! C Ia which is
inverse to ˆ. For a diagram Y W G Ìa I ! C, define the underlying diagram of ˆ0.Y /
to be .Y jI /, ie the restriction of Y along the canonical inclusion �W I ,!GÌa I given
by �.i/ D i and �.˛W i ! j / D .e; ˛W i ! j /. For an element g 2 G the natural
transformation gˆ0.Y / is defined at an object i by Y.g; idW gi ! gi/. Both naturality
of the gˆ0.Y / and conditions (1)–(2) from Definition 1.1 follow from the functoriality
of Y with respect to morphisms in G Ìa I. For a natural transformation f W Y !Z

in CGÌaI we define ˆ0.f /D f jI. It is now easy to check that the functors ˆ and ˆ0

are mutually inverse.

Corollary 1.10 Let C be a bicomplete category. Then C Ia is also bicomplete.

Proof The diagram category CGÌaI is bicomplete since C is. It follows from
Lemma 1.9 that C Ia is bicomplete.

1.2 Enrichments and homotopy (co)limits

If C is any category, then the category CG is naturally enriched in left G–sets in the
following way. For objects c and d of CG let C .c; d/ be the set of maps between the
underlying objects in C. Then G acts on C .c; d/ by conjugation:

g �f D gd ıf ı .g
�1/c ;

where .g�1/c and gd represent the actions of g�1 and g on c and d , respectively.
The fixed points set C .c; d/G is precisely the set of G–equivariant maps from c to d .

If I is a small category with an action a of G, then the category C Ia of G–diagrams
becomes enriched in left G–sets by taking C Ia.X; Y / to be the set C I .X; Y / of maps
of underlying diagrams f W X ! Y , with action given by

g �f D .gY /g�1 ıfg�1 ı .g
�1/X :
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If f is fixed under the action of G, then

f D g�1f D ..g�1/Y /g ıfg ıgX D .gY /
�1
ıfg ıgX :

In other words, f is fixed if and only if the square

X
f

//

gX

��

Y

gY

��

X ıg
fg

// Y ıg

commutes for all g 2G. It follows that the fixed points C Ia.X; Y /
G are precisely the

maps of G–diagrams C Ia .X; Y /. If I D� then this statement reduces to the one above
about maps in CG.

Proposition 1.11 Let I and J be small categories with G–actions a and b , respec-
tively. Let F W I ! J be an equivariant functor. For an I–indexed G–diagram X and a
J–indexed G–diagram Y , the bijections

�X;Y W C
I
a.X; F

�Y / �!� C Jb .FŠX; Y /;

 X;Y W C
I
a.F

�Y;X/ �!� C Jb .Y; F�X/

induced by the adjunctions on underlying diagrams are G–equivariant.

Proof We show that � D �X;Y is equivariant; the argument for  X;Y is similar.

Let f W X! F �Y be a map of diagrams and g 2G. Then �.g �f / is the unique map
FŠX ! Y such that the diagram

(2)

X

�X

��

g �f
// F �Y

F �FŠX

F �.�.g �f //

::

commutes, where �X is the unit of the .FŠ; F �/–adjunction at the object X. Consider
the following diagram:

X
.g�1/X

//

�X

��

X ıg�1
f
g�1

//

�
X;g�1

��

.F �Y / ıg�1
.F �gY /g�1

//

D

��

F �Y

F �FŠX
F �..g�1/FŠX /

// .F �FŠX/ ıg
�1

F ��.f /
g�1

// .F �Y / ıg�1:

.F �gY /g�1

66
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The commutativity of the left-hand square follows immediately from the definition
of gFŠX and the middle square commutes by the definition of �.f /. Composing the
maps in the top row gives

.F �gY /g�1 ıfg�1 ı .g
�1/X D g �f

and composing along the bottom row from F �FŠX to F �Y gives

F �..gY /g�1 ı�.f /g�1 ı .g
�1/FŠX /D F

�.g ��.f //:

It follows that F �.g ��.f // defines a lift in the diagram (2) so, by uniqueness of the
lift, we conclude that �.g �f /D g ��.f /.

Taking fixed points in Proposition 1.11 we immediately get the following:

Corollary 1.12 The functors FŠ and F� are left and right adjoint, respectively, to the
restriction functor F �W C J

b
! C Ia . In particular, the diagonal �I D p�W CG ! C Ia

induced by the projection pW I ! � has left adjoint pŠ D colimI and right adjoint
p� D limI.

Let I be a category with G–action a and let G act diagonally on the product I op � I.
Given a G–diagram ZW I op � I ! C recall that the end

R
i Zi;i of Z is the equalizerZ

i

Zi;i // //
Y
i

Zi;i
s
//

t
//

Y
˛W i!j

Zj;i ;

where s acts on the left and t acts on the right by the map ˛ . The end
R
i Zi;i inherits

a left G–action by the following maps:

(�)

Z
i

Zi;i //

g.
R
Z/

��

Y
i

Zi;i
s
//

t
//

Q
i gZ.i;i/

��

Y
˛W i!j

Zj;i

Q
˛ gZ.j;i/

��Z
i

Zi;i //
Y
i

Zi;i
s
//

t
//

Y
˛W i!j

Zj;i

The coend
R i
Zi;i is the coequalizera

˛W i!j

Zj;i
s
//

t
//

a
i

Zi;i // //

Z
i

Zi;i ;

which inherits a G–action in a similar way.
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Example 1.13 For I–diagrams X and Y in C we can describe the set of maps
(natural transformations) between them as the end

C I .X; Y /D

Z
i

C .Xi ; Yi /:

Similarly, for G–diagrams X and Y in C Ia there is a natural isomorphism of G–sets

C Ia.X; Y /Š

Z
i

C .Xi ; Yi /;

with the G–action on the left-hand term described above.

By a simplicial category we will mean a category C that is enriched, tensored and coten-
sored in simplicial sets, in the sense of eg Dugger and Shipley [10, Section 2.2] or Goerss
and Jardine [12, Definition II.2.1]. This means that for any two objects c and d in C

there is a simplicial set MapC .c; d/ and a natural bijection C .c; d/ŠMapC .c; d/0 .
Moreover, given a simplicial set K there are objects K˝c and mapC .K; c/ of C. These
satisfy some associativity constraints and naturality conditions, making MapC .�;�/

and mapC .�;�/ contravariant functors in the first variable and covariant in the second
variable and �˝� covariant in both variables. Finally, for all c and d in C and K
in sSet there are natural isomorphisms in sSet,

MapC .K˝ c; d/ŠMap.K;MapC .c; d//ŠMapC .c;mapC .K; d//;

where Map with no subscript denotes the usual internal hom–object in sSet.

Using this structure we will now describe additional structure on the category C Ia of
I–indexed G–diagrams in a simplicial category C. We begin with the enrichment.
We noted above that for a pair X , Y of G–diagrams in C the set C I .X; Y / has a
G–action induced by the G–structures on X and Y . This gives C Ia the structure of
a category enriched in left G–sets. The functor .i; j / 7!MapC .Xi ; Yj / going from
I op � I to sSet becomes a G–diagram by letting g 2G act at .i; j / by

MapC .g
�1
Xi
; gYj /W MapC .Xi ; Yj /!MapC .Xgi ; Ygj /:

Definition 1.14 With X and Y as above, set

MapC Ia
.X; Y /D

Z
i

MapC .Xi ; Yi /

with the G–action as described in the diagram (�).
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In other words the mapping space MapC Ia
.X; Y / is the equalizer

MapC Ia
.X; Y / // //

Y
i

MapC .Xi ; Yi /
s
//

t
//

Y
˛W i!j

MapC .Xj ; Yi /:

It is not hard to see that this defines an enrichment of C Ia in sSetG and that, for
each n� 0, there is an isomorphism of G–sets

MapC Ia
.X; Y /n Š C Ia.�

n
˝X; Y /:

Definition 1.15 Let KW I ! sSet, LW I op ! sSet and X W I ! C be G–diagrams.
We set

mapaI .K;X/D
Z
i

mapC .Ki ; Xi /;(3)

L˝aI X D

Z i

Li ˝Xi ;(4)

and give both the G–actions from (�).

When K and L are the G–diagrams of simplicial sets N.I=�/ and N.�=I /op from
Example 1.3, these constructions specify to the following:

Definition 1.16 For a G–diagram X in C, the homotopy limit and homotopy colimit
of X are

holim
I

X DmapaI .N.I=�/; X/ and hocolim
I

X DN.�=I /op
˝
a
I X:

These constructions define functors holim and hocolim from C Ia to CG. In the presence
of a model structure the words homotopy limit and colimit will always refer to these
particular constructions and not, a priori, the derived functors of the limit and colimit,
respectively.

Note that there are maps of diagrams N.�=I /op ! � and N.I=�/! �, where �
denotes a chosen one-point simplicial set in both cases. From the formulas above it is
easy to see that there are natural isomorphisms mapaI .�; X/Š limX and X ˝aI � Š
colimX. The maps to the terminal diagrams induce equivariant maps

limX ! holimX and hocolimX ! colimX:

This paper is in part motivated by the question “when are these maps weak equivalences
in CG?”
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1.3 Examples of G–diagrams

In this section we will provide many of the motivating examples for the theory of
G–diagrams. The diagrams will usually have values in the category Top� of pointed
spaces.

For the first two examples we need to fix some notation. Let Z be a pointed space
with an action by the finite group G. If T is a finite left G–set, we write RŒT � for the
permutation representation with basis fetgt2T . The subspace of RŒT � generated by
the element NT D

P
t2T et is a one-dimensional trivial subrepresentation of RŒT �.

We define S zT to be the one-point compactification of the orthogonal complement of
R �NT under the usual inner product. We write � zTZ for the G–space of continuous
pointed maps Map�.S

zT ; Z/ with the conjugation action of G and † zTZ for the smash
product S zT ^Z with the diagonal G–action.

The power set P.T / inherits a left G–action from the action on T . The action restricts
to the subposet P0.T / of P.T / of non-empty sets. Write � zT for the convex hull in
RŒT � of the collection of basis vectors fetgt2T . The barycentric subdivision of � zT is
the space jNP0.T /j and the standard homeomorphism (see eg [12, Lemma III.4.1])
hW jNP0.T /j �!� �

zT is equivariant. We fix once and for all an equivariant homeo-
morphism iT between the interior of the subdivided simplex jNP0.T /j and the
orthogonal complement .NT /? in RŒT �. Together these determine an equivariant
homeomorphism

�T W S
zT
�!� jNP0.T /=@.NP0.T //j:

Example 1.17 Let ! zTZ be the P0.T /–indexed G–diagram whose value on a subset
U � T is � if U ¤ T and Z if U D T . The G–structure on ! zTZ is given by the
action of G on Z at the fixed object T and by the unique maps �! � elsewhere in
the diagram. We claim that �T induces a G–homeomorphism

holim
P0.T /

!
zTZ Š�

zTZ

which is natural in Z . Since ! zTZ has all entries trivial except at the last vertex T ,
we see that holim!

zTZ is homeomorphic to the subspace in Map.jNP0.T /j; Z/ of
maps whose restriction to the boundary is the constant map to the basepoint of Z . The
map �T gives the desired homeomorphism to � zTZ and the naturality is clear.

Example 1.18 Similarly, we let P1.T / be the G–invariant subposet of P.T / of
proper subsets and we define a G–diagram �

zTZ with value Z at the vertex ∅ and �
elsewhere. The G–diagram structure is induced by the G–action on Z and the unique
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maps � ! �. A similar argument to the one for ! zTZ shows that there is a natural
G–homeomorphism

hocolim
P1.T /

�
zTZ Š†

zTZ:

Example 1.19 More generally, for any pointed category C and G–object c 2 CG

define the zT–loop space and zT–suspension of c , respectively, as the pullback and
pushout in CG :

�
zT c //

��

mapC .NP0.T /; c/

��

� // mapC .@.NP0.T //; c/

and

@.NP1.T /op/˝ c //

��

�

��

NP1.T /op˝ c // †
zT c

In the case of a pointed G–space or G–spectra we recover the usual equivariant loop and
suspension spaces. These constructions define an adjoint pair of functors .† zT ; � zT /
on CG, by the sequence of natural bijections

CG.†
zT c; d/

Š C P1.2/
�
.NP1.T /op/˝ c .@NP1.T /op/˝ c!�˝ c;�d

�
Š C P0.2/

�
�c;mapC .NP0.T /; d/!mapC .@NP0.T /; d/ mapC .�; d /

�
Š CG.c;�

zT d/:

Here �c and �d are obtained by applying the appropriate diagonal functors to objects
of CG. We have used that �˝ c D � and mapC .�; d /D �, as C is pointed. Similarly
to the previous examples there are natural isomorphisms in CG,

holim
P0.T /

!
zT c Š�

zT c and hocolim
P1.T /

�
zT c Š†

zT c:

Example 1.20 We already saw that for a category I with G–action the functor
N.I=�/W I ! sSet has an obvious G–structure. For a functor F W I ! J and an
object j of J, one can form the over-category F=j and the assignment j 7!N.F=j /

defines a functor N.F=�/W J! sSet. If F is an equivariant functor between categories
with G–action there are functors F=j ! F=.gj / induced by the G–actions and, after
applying the nerve, these give a G–structure on the diagram N.F=�/. In fact, N.F=�/
with this G–structure is the left Kan extension FŠN.I=�/ of N.I=�/ along F . This
will be important later when we discuss homotopy cofinality and cofibrancy of G–
diagrams.

Example 1.21 Let X W I ! C be a diagram in a simplicial category C. Define the
diagram qX by qXi D hocolimI=i u�i X , where ui W I=i! I is the functor that forgets
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the map to i . A map ˛W i ! j in I induces a functor I=i ! I=j and hence a map
qXi ! qXj. The natural map from the homotopy colimit to the colimit induces maps

qXi D hocolim
I=i

u�i X ! colim
I=i

u�i X �!
� Xi ;

which combine to a map of diagrams �X W qX ! X. If X is a G–diagram then the
functor I=i! I=gi induced by multiplication by g 2G induces a map qXi ! qXgi
and, together, these maps constitute a G–structure on qX. It is a classical fact — see eg
[12, Example VII.4.2] for the homotopy limit version — that the objects colimI qX and
hocolimI X are isomorphic. In Proposition 2.16(ii) we prove that this isomorphism is
G–equivariant when X is a G–diagram.

2 G–diagrams and model structures

This section provides a framework in which the equivariant constructions of homotopy
limits and colimits defined earlier in the paper have homotopical sense and are well
behaved. The first step in developing this framework is to give the ambient category C

enough structure to be able to define a model structure on the category of G–diagrams
in C. It turns out that having a model structure on the category CG of G–objects in C

is not enough; one needs to have homotopical information for all the subgroups of G.
To encapsulate this information we introduce the notion of a “G–model category”,
which we suggest as a foundation for equivariant homotopy theory.

2.1 Equivariant model categories

Let C be a complete and cocomplete category, G a finite group and H , H 0 � G a
pair of subgroups. A finite set K with commuting left H 0–action and right H–action
induces a pair of adjoint functors

K˝H .�/W C
H � CH

0

W homH 0.K;�/:

The left adjoint is defined as

K˝H c D colim.H
`
K c

���!C /;

where
`
K c is the H–equivariant colimit of the constant H–diagram �c on the

discrete H–category Kı (see Example 1.6) and the H 0–action is induced by the
H 0–action on K. Dually, define

homH 0.K; d/D lim.H 0
Q
K c

���!C /
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with left H–action defined by right action on K. These functors are adjoint via the
sequence of natural isomorphisms

CH
0

.K˝H c; d/Š C .K˝H c; d/
H 0

Š CH
�`

K c; d
�H 0

Š CKa .�Kc;�Kd/
H 0

Š CH
�
c;
Q
K d

�H 0
Š CH

�
c; lim
H 0

�Q
K d

��
D CH .c; homH 0.K; d//:

We recall the fixed point model structure on sSetG (see eg [25, Proposition 1.2]). A
map f W X ! Y in sSetG is a weak equivalence (resp fibration) if for each subgroup
H �G the map on fixed points f H W XH!YH is a weak equivalence (resp fibration).
The cofibrations are the maps which are cofibrations of underlying simplicial sets, ie
the levelwise injective maps. In particular, all objects are cofibrant. We will use this
model structure unless otherwise stated.

Definition 2.1 A G–model category is a cofibrantly generated simplicial model cate-
gory C together with the data of a cofibrantly generated model structure on CH for
every subgroup H �G, satisfying:

(1) The model structure on CH together with the sSetH–enrichment, tensor and
cotensor structures induced from C is a cofibrantly generated sSetH–enriched
model structure on CH.

(2) For every pair of subgroups H , H 0 �G and finite set K with commuting free
left H 0–action and free right H–action, the adjunction

K˝H .�/W C
H � CH

0

W homH 0.K;�/

is a Quillen adjunction.

Remark 2.2 For H 0 �H and K DH with actions given by left H 0 and right H
multiplications, the functor

H ˝H .�/W C
H
�! CH

0

is isomorphic to the functor resHH 0 that restricts the action. Similarly, for K DH with
left H multiplication and right H 0 multiplication, the functor

homH .H;�/W CH �! CH
0
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is also isomorphic to the functor resHH 0 . It follows from the second condition that resHH 0
is both a left and a right Quillen functor. Therefore it preserves cofibrations, acyclic
cofibrations, fibrations, acyclic fibrations and equivalences between cofibrant or fibrant
objects.

Example 2.3 Let C be a cofibrantly generated sSet–enriched model category. For
a group H the projective1 model structure on CH has as weak equivalences (resp
fibrations) the maps whose underlying maps in C are weak equivalences (resp fibrations).
The collection of projective model structures on CH for H �G defines a G–model
structure on CG. To see this just notice that, if H 0 acts freely on K, a choice of section
for the quotient map K!H 0nK induces a natural isomorphism

resHe homH 0.K; c/Š
Y
H 0nK

c;

where resHe W C
H ! C is the forgetful functor. Therefore homH 0.K;�/ preserves

fibrations and acyclic fibrations.

Example 2.4 Let C be a cofibrantly generated sSet–enriched model category and fix
a pair of finite groups H �G. For all subgroups L�H, the L–fixed points functor
.�/LW CH ! C is defined as the composite

CH
resHL
�!CL

lim
�!C :

If these functors are cellular in the sense of [20], the category CH inherits an sSetH–
enriched model structure, where weak equivalences and fibrations are the maps that
are sent by .�/L to weak equivalences and fibrations in C, respectively, for every
subgroup L�H (see [20; 26]). This construction specifies to the standard fixed point
model structure on (pointed) spaces with H–action.

The collection of model categories CH, for H running over the subgroups of G,
assemble into a G–model category. Let us see that the left adjoint K˝H .�/ is a left
Quillen functor. The generating cofibrations of CH are by definition the images of the
generating cofibrations of C by the functors

J ˝ .�/W C �! CH ;

where J ranges over finite sets with left H–action, and similarly for generating acyclic
cofibrations. There is a natural isomorphism

K˝H .J ˝ .�//Š .K �H J /˝ .�/

1This is sometimes called the “naïve” model structure on CH . It stands in contrast to “genuine” model
structures such as the fixed point model structure on sSetH .
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and the right-hand functor preserves cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations, by assumption.
Thus K˝H .�/ preserves generating (acyclic) cofibrations. Since it is a left adjoint, it
preserves colimits and therefore all (acyclic) cofibrations (see eg [15, Section 11.2]).

Example 2.5 Let C DSpO be the category of orthogonal spectra and G a finite group.
The category .SpO/G of G–objects in SpO is naturally equivalent to the category of
orthogonal G–spectra J V

GS of [18] indexed on a universe V for finite-dimensional
G–representations (see [18, Section V.1; 24, Remark 2.7]). Given any subgroup H �G,
we endow .SpO/H with the model structure induced by the stable model structure
on J i�V

H S of [18] under the equivalence of categories .SpO/H 'J i�V
H S . Here

i W H !G denotes the inclusion and i�V is the universe of representations of H that
are restrictions of representations of G in V . The adjunctions

K˝H .�/W .SpO/H � .SpO/H
0

W homH 0.K;�/

are the standard induction–coinduction adjunctions and they are Quillen adjunctions
by [18, Proposition V.2.3]. The collection of model categories f.SpO/H gH�G then
forms a G–model category.

2.2 The “G–projective” model structure on G–diagrams

Let G be a finite group, C a category and I a small category with G–action a . Given
a G–diagram X in C Ia and an object i 2 I, the vertex Xi 2 C inherits from the
G–structure on X an action by the stabilizer group Gi �G of the object i . This gives
an evaluation functor evi W C Ia ! CGi for every object i .

Theorem 2.6 Let C be a G–model category (see Definition 2.1). There is a cofibrantly
generated sSetG–enriched model structure on the category of G–diagrams C Ia with

(1) weak equivalences the maps of G–diagrams f W X! Y whose evaluations evif
are weak equivalences in CGi for every i 2 I,

(2) fibrations the maps of G–diagrams f W X ! Y whose evaluations evif are
fibrations in CGi for every i 2 I,

(3) generating cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations

F I D
[
i2I

FiIi and FJ D
[
i2I

FiJi ;

where Ii and Ji are respectively generating cofibrations and generating acyclic
cofibrations of CGi and Fi W CGi ! C Ia is the left adjoint to the evaluation
functor evi .
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Remark 2.7 Under the isomorphism C Ia Š CGÌaI of Lemma 1.9 the evaluation
functor evi corresponds to restriction along the functor �i W Gi ! G Ìa I that sends
the unique object to i and a morphism g to .g; idi W gi D i ! i/. Since C has all
colimits, a left adjoint for evi exists. Also notice that the model structure on C Ia above
does not correspond to the projective model structure on CGÌaI.

Before proving the theorem, we need to identify the left adjoints of the evaluation
functors. For fixed objects i , j 2 I , let Kj i be the morphisms set

Kj i D homGÌaI .i; j /D f.g 2G; ˛W gi ! j /g:

The stabilizer group Gj acts freely on the left on Kj i by left multiplication on G and
by the category action on the morphism component. The group Gi acts freely on the
right on Kj i by right multiplication on the G–component. For every c 2 CGi define a
diagram FicW I ! C by sending an object j 2 I to

.Fic/j DKj i ˝Gi c:

A morphism ˇW j ! j 0 in I induces a map .Fic/j ! .Fic/j 0 via the Gi–equivariant
map ˇ�W Kj i !Kj 0i ,

ˇ�.g; ˛W gi ! j /D .g; ˇ ı˛/:

The Gi–equivariant maps gW Kj i !K.gj /i

g.g0; ˛W g0i ! j /D .gg0; g˛W gg0i ! gj /

define a G–structure on Fic . The construction is clearly functorial in c , defining a
functor Fi W CGi ! C Ia .

Lemma 2.8 The functor Fi W CGi ! C Ia is left adjoint to the evaluation functor
evi W C Ia ! CGi.

Proof We prove that under the isomorphism C Ia Š CGÌaI of Lemma 1.9 the functor
Fi corresponds to the left Kan extension along the inclusion �i W Gi !G Ìa I. For an
object j 2 I, the category �i=j is the disjoint union of categories

�i=j D
a

z2G=Gi
zi!j

Ez;

where Ez is the translation category of the right Gi–set z , with one object for every
element of the orbit z and a unique morphism hW g! g0 whenever g0 D gh�1 for
some h 2Gi . An object c 2 CGi induces a diagram EcW Ez!Gi

c
!C, where the

first functor collapses all the objects to the unique object of Gi and sends the unique
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morphism g! gh�1 to h. The left Kan extension along �i at c is, by definition, the
diagram Lic with j–vertex

.Lic/j D
a

z2G=Gi
zi!j

colim
Ez

Ec:

Notice that the indexing set of the coproduct is precisely the orbit set Kj i=Gi . There
is a canonical map of diagrams Fic! Lj c , which at a vertex j is induced bya

Kji

c �!
a

Kji=Gi

colim
Ez

Ec D .Lic/j ;

which on the .g; ˛/–component is the canonical map c D .Ec/g ! colimEŒg�Ec to
the Œg; ˛�–coproduct component. This map respects the Gj–structure, which on Lic
acts on the indexing sets Kj i=Gi . To show that it is an isomorphism, choose a section
sW G=Gi !G for the projection map. This gives a map

.Lic/j D
a

Kji=Gi

colim
Ez

Ec �!
a
Kji

c �!Kj i ˝Gi c D .Fic/j

that on the .z; ˛/–component is the map induced by s.z/�1gW .Ez/g D c! c to the
.s.z/; ˛/–component.

Proof of Theorem 2.6 Weak equivalences and fibrations in C Ia are by definition the
morphisms that are sent to weak equivalences and fibrations, respectively, by the functorY

i2I

evi W C Ia �!
Y
i2I

CGi :

It follows from Lemma 2.8 that the coproduct of the functors Fi defines a left adjoint

F W
Y
i2I

CGi
Q
Fi

���!

Y
i2I

C Ia

`
���!C Ia

for the product of the evaluation functors. The collections

I D
[
i2I

�
Ii �

Y
j¤i

id∅j

�
and J D

[
i2I

�
Ji �

Y
j¤i

id∅j

�

generate, respectively, the cofibrations and the acyclic cofibrations of
Q

CGi (see eg
[15, Proposition 11.1.10]), where ∅j is the initial object of CGi. Moreover, their
images by F are precisely the families F I and F I from the statement. Following
[15, Theorem 11.3.2; 26, Remark D.21], we prove:
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(i)
Q

evj takes relative F I–cell complexes to cofibrations. Let � be a non-zero
ordinal and X W �! C Ia a functor such that, for all morphisms ˇ! ˇ0 in �, the map
Xˇ ! Xˇ 0 is a pushout of a map in F I . We need to show that for every j 2 I the
map

evjX0 �! evj colim
�

X D colim
�

evj ıX

is a cofibration in CGi. Since evj commutes with colimits, each map evjXˇ! evjXˇ 0
is the pushout of a map in evjF I . Thus we need to show that every map in evjF I
is a cofibration of CGj . By definition of I , this is the same as showing that, for all
i , j 2 I , every generating cofibration of Ii is sent by evjFi to a cofibration of CGj .
The composite functor evjFi is, by definition,

evjFi DKj i ˝Gi .�/W C
Gi �! CGj ;

which sends generating cofibrations to cofibrations as part of the axioms of a G–model
category (see Definition 2.1).

(ii)
Q

evj takes relative FJ –cell complexes to acyclic cofibrations. The argument
is similar to the one above.

Moreover,
Q

evj preserves colimits. By [15, Theorem 11.3.2; 26, Remark D.21], the
families F I and FJ are respectively a class of generating cofibrations and acyclic
cofibrations for the sSetG–enriched model structure on C Ia with the fibrations and
weak equivalences of the statement.

Remark 2.9 Recall the isomorphism C Ia Š CGÌaI of Lemma 1.9. The model
structure on C Ia does not correspond to the projective model structure on CGÌaI.
However, every fibration (resp weak equivalence) in C Ia is in paricular a fibration
(resp weak equivalence) in CGÌaI. This means that the cofibrations of CGÌaI are
also cofibrations in C Ia . In particular, a sufficient condition for an object of C Ia to be
cofibrant is to be cofibrant in the projective model structure of CGÌaI.

Proposition 2.10 If X 2 C Ia is cofibrant, each vertex Xi is cofibrant in CGi.

Proof An argument dual to the proof of Lemma 2.8 shows that the right adjoint Ri
to the evaluation functor evi W C Ia ! CGi has j–vertex

evjRi D homGi .K
�
j i ;�/;

where K�j i is the set Kj i with left Gi–action g � k WD k � g�1 and right Gj–action
k � g WD g�1 � k . Hence evjRi is a right Quillen functor by the axioms of a G–
model category. Since the fibrations and the equivalences on C Ia are point-wise,
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Ri W C
Gi ! C Ia is also a right Quillen functor. It follows that evi is a left Quillen

functor and, in particular, it preserves cofibrant objects.

Definition 2.11 Let C and D be G–model categories. A G–Quillen adjunction (resp
equivalence) is an enriched adjunction C � D such that the induced adjunction
CH � DH is a Quillen adjunction (resp equivalence) for every subgroup H �G.

Example 2.12 The Quillen equivalence j � jW sSet� Top WSing (see [12, Chapter I])
is a G–Quillen equivalence for any finite group G.

Corollary 2.13 A G–Quillen equivalence LW C�D WR induces a Quillen equivalence

LW C Ia � DIa WR:

Proof The adjunction LW C Ia � DIa WR is a Quillen adjunction since the right adjoint
preserves fibrations and acyclic fibrations, as they are defined point-wise. Let X 2 C Ia
be cofibrant and Y 2 DIa fibrant. A map X !R.Y / is an equivalence if and only if
its adjoint L.X/! Y is, since by Proposition 2.10 X is point-wise cofibrant.

2.3 Cofibrant replacement of G–diagrams

When C is a cofibrantly generated simplicial model category and I is a small category,
a standard way to replace a diagram X W I ! C by a cofibrant diagram is by the
construction of Example 1.21. Namely, one defines qX by qXi D hocolimI=i .u�i X/,
where ui W I=i ! I is the functor that forgets the map to i . Then qX is cofibrant in
the projective model structure on C I and the natural map �X W qX ! X is a weak
equivalence if X has cofibrant values in C. In this section we will generalize this to
G–diagrams in a G–model category C, for the model structure of Theorem 2.6, as
follows:

Theorem 2.14 Let I be a category with a G–action. If X is a G–diagram such
that for all i in I the value Xi is cofibrant in CGi, then the map �X W qX ! X is a
cofibrant replacement of G–diagrams in the sense that qX is cofibrant and �X is a
weak equivalence.

The proof is technical and will occupy the rest of this section. We begin by fixing
some notation. Let I be a small category with an action a of G. Write I ı for the
discrete category with the same objects as I but no non-identity morphisms. The
inclusion I ı ,! I is equivariant and induces a restriction functor r W C Ia ! C I

ı

a

with left adjoint rŠ . We abbreviate r.X/ as Xı. Note that the functor r preserves
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fibrations and weak equivalences and hence is a right Quillen functor. It follows that
the left adjoint rŠ is a left Quillen functor. We say that an I–indexed G–diagram X is
point-wise cofibrant if for each object i in I the value Xi is cofibrant in CGi.

Lemma 2.15 (i) If Y is an I ı –indexed G–diagram which is point-wise cofibrant,
then Y is cofibrant in C I

ı

a .

(ii) In particular, if X is a point-wise cofibrant I–indexed G–diagram then rŠXı is
cofibrant in C Ia .

Proof To see that part (i) holds, consider a square

(5)

∅

��

// Z

f�
����

Y // W

in C I
ı

a , where the right-hand vertical map is a trivial fibration and ∅ denotes the
initial object. The map f being a trivial fibration means exactly that each component
fi W Zi !Wi is a trivial fibration in CGi. Choose a representative i of each G–orbit
in ob I. Each resulting square

∅
��

��

// Zi

� fi
����

Yi //

�i
>>

Wi

has a lift �i since Yi is cofibrant and fi is a trivial fibration in CGi. For g 2 G
define �gi D gZi ı �i ı g

�1
Yi

. Then, if gi D i , the Gi–equivariance of the map �i
says precisely that �i D gZi ı�i ıg

�1
Yi
D �gi , so for all i and all g 2G the map �gi

is well-defined. It is now easy to see that the �gi assemble to a map of G–diagrams
giving a lift in the square (5).

Part (ii) follows immediately from part (i) and the fact that rŠ is a left Quillen functor
and hence preserves cofibrancy of objects.

The adjunction .rŠ; r/ induces a comonad rŠr on C Ia in the usual way. For a G–diagram
X the value .rŠr/X on i is

.rŠr/Xi D
a

˛W j!i

Xj :

The counit "W .rŠr/X ! X maps the Xj–component in the coproduct indexed by
˛W j ! i to Xi by the map X.˛/. The comultiplication cW .rŠr/X ! .rŠrrŠr/X has
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as i–component the map a
˛W j!i

Xj !
a

˛W j!i

� a
˛0Wk!j

Xk

�

that maps the Xj–summand indexed by ˛W j ! i by the identity to the Xj–summand
indexed by idj in the ˛–summand of the target.

Let X be a G–diagram indexed on I. The bar construction on the comonad rŠr gives
a simplicial G–diagram B.rŠr/X with Bn.rŠr/X D .rŠr/nC1X and therefore

Bn.rŠr/Xi D
a

˛0W i0!i

a
˛1W i1!i0

� � �

a
˛nW in!in�1

Xin Š
a

in!���!i0!i

Xin :

Note that for varying n the indexing Gi–simplicial set can be identified with N.I=i/op.
For

� D in
˛n
�!� � �

˛1
�! i0

˛0
�! i

in Nn.I=i/op , the face map dn�k for k < 0 composes the maps ˛k and ˛k�1 and
d0 maps Xin to the Xin�1 indexed by d0.�/ 2Nn�1.I=i/op by the map X.˛n/. The
degeneracy map sn inserts an identity in the .n�l/–spot. Note that

colim
I

rŠrX D colim
I ı

rX D
a
i

Xi ;

so that colimI Bn.rŠr/X Š
`
�2Nn.I op/X�.n/ and colimI B.rŠr/X is isomorphic to

the usual simplicial replacement
`
�X of Bousfield and Kan [5, Section XII.5] with

G–action induced by the G–structure on X.

Proposition 2.16 Let X be an I–indexed G–diagram. Then there are natural isomor-
phisms in CG :

(i) N.�=I /op
˝
a
I X Š

ˇ̌̌a
�
X
ˇ̌̌
.

(ii)
ˇ̌̌a
�
X
ˇ̌̌
Š colim

I
qX .

Proof To see (i) we first decompose the tensor product as an iterated coend (see [22,
Section 6.6])

N.�=I /op
˝
a
I X D

Z i

N.i=I /op
˝Xi Š

Z i�Z Œn�

�n �Nn.i=I /
op
�
˝Xi :
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Here and in the rest of the proof we leave it to the reader to check that this is compatible
with the G–structures on the diagrams. Rearranging the parentheses and switching the
order of the coends gives the isomorphic objectZ Œn�Z i

�n˝ .Nn.i=I /
op
˝Xi /Š

Z Œn�

�n˝

�Z i a
i!in!���!i0

Xi

�
:

Now we analyze the latter
R i–factor. It is a coend of the G–diagram I op � I ! C

given by

.i; j / 7!
a

i!in!���!i0

Xj :

This is isomorphic to the diagram

.i; j / 7!
a

in!���!i0

I.i; in/˝Xj

and we note that since coends commute with colimits there is an isomorphismZ i a
in!���!i0

I.i; in/˝Xi Š
a

in!���!i0

Z i

I.i; in/˝Xi :

Here we must be careful since the representable functor I.�; in/ is not itself a G–
diagram, but the coproduct

`
�2Nn.I op/ I.�; �.n// of representable functors is. Finally,

we observe that
R i
I.i; in/˝Xi ŠXin , so thatZ Œn�

�n˝

�Z i a
i!in!���!i0

Xi

�
Š

Z Œn�

�n˝

� a
in!���!i0

Xin

�
D

ˇ̌̌a
�
X
ˇ̌̌
:

To get the isomorphism in (ii), we recall the isomorphism colimI B.rŠr/X Š
`
�X.

Since realization commutes with colimits, there are natural isomorphismsˇ̌̌a
�
X
ˇ̌̌
Š jcolim

I
B.rŠr/X j Š colim

I
jB.rŠr/X j:

Evaluating at i gives

jB.rŠr/X ji D

ˇ̌̌̌
Œn� 7!

a
in!���!i0!i

Xin

ˇ̌̌̌
Š hocolim

I=i
.u�i X/;

where the last isomorphism is an instance of (i) for the Gi–diagram u�i X W I=i ! C.
This gives an isomorphism

colim
I
jB.rŠr/X j Š colim

I
qX:
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Lemma 2.17 If X is a point-wise cofibrant G–diagram, then the simplicial object
B.rŠr/X is Reedy cofibrant in .C Ia /

�op
.

Proof Let LD LnB.rŠrX/ be the nth latching object of B.rŠrX/. The natural map

LnB.rŠrX/! Bn.rŠrX/D B

is at each i in I the inclusion of the summands indexed by the degenerate n–simplices
in Nn.I=i/

op into the coproduct over all n–simplices. Thus B decomposes as a
coproduct B DLqN , where the value of N at i is the coproduct indexed over all the
non-degenerate simplices of the nerve. The decomposition is clearly compatible with
the G–diagram structure on each summand. The diagram N is obtained by applying rŠ
to a point-wise cofibrant I ı –indexed G–diagram and is therefore cofibrant. It follows
that the map L! B is a cofibration.

Corollary 2.18 If X is a point-wise cofibrant G–diagram, then qX is cofibrant.

Proof We know from the proof of Proposition 2.16 that qX is the realization of the
simplicial object B.rŠr/X , which is Reedy cofibrant by Lemma 2.17. Since realization
takes Reedy cofibrant objects to cofibrant objects [12, Proposition VII.3.6] it follows
that qX is cofibrant.

Example 2.19 Let �I be the I–indexed G–diagram with value the terminal object
� of sSet. Then q.�I /i D hocolimI=i .�I=i /ŠN.I=i/op , so that q.�I /ŠN.I=�/op

and, similarly, q.�I op/ Š N.�=I /. By Corollary 2.18 it follows that the diagrams
N.I=�/ and N.�=I /op are cofibrant as G–diagrams since � is cofibrant in sSetGi

for all i in I and taking opposite simplicial sets preserves cofibrations. Further,
let I and J be categories with respective G–actions a and b , and F W I ! J an
equivariant functor. Since the left Kan extension FŠ preserves cofibrancy, the diagrams
N.F=�/Š FŠN.I=�/ and N.�=F /op Š FŠN.�=I /

op are also cofibrant in sSetJb .

Proof of Theorem 2.14 It only remains to see that the map �X is a weak equivalence.
For this we must show that for each i the map �Xi W hocolimI=i u�i X !Xi is a weak
equivalence in CGi. The functor �W � ! I=i sending the unique object to the terminal
object is homotopy cofinal in the sense of Definition 2.24, so by Theorem 2.25 the map
Xi D hocolim� ��u�i X ! hocolimI=i u�i X is a weak equivalence. Since it is also a
section to the map �Xi , it follows by the two out of three property that �Xi is a weak
equivalence as well.
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2.4 Homotopy invariance of map, tensor and homotopy (co)limits

In this section C is a G–model category in the sense of Definition 2.1 and a is a
G–action on a small category I.

Proposition 2.20 Let X 2 C Ia be a G–diagram in C. If X is fibrant, the functor

mapaI .�; X/W .sSetIa/
op
�! CG

preserves equivalences of cofibrant objects (in sSetIa ). Dually, if X is point-wise
cofibrant, the functor

.�/˝aI X W sSetI
op

a �! CG

preserves equivalences of cofibrant objects.

Proof We prove the statement for mapaI; the proof for ˝aI is similar. Let K! L be
an equivalence of cofibrant diagrams in sSetIa . By Ken Brown’s lemma we can assume
that K! L is a cofibration (see [15, Lemma 7.7.1]). To show that the induced map is
an equivalence, we need to solve the lifting problem

A
��

��

// mapaI .L;X/

��

B

::

// mapaI .K;X/

for every cofibration A!B in CG . Let MapC .B;X/ be the G–diagram in sSet given
by i 7!MapC .B;Xi /, where the G–structure is given by the maps

MapC .g
�1; gXi /W MapC .B;Xi /!MapC .B;Xgi /:

The adjunction isomorphism

CG.B;mapaI .L;X//Š sSetIa.L;MapC .B;X//

is equivariant and therefore the lifting problem above is equivalent to the lifting problem
in sSetIa :

K
��

�

��

// MapC .B;X/

��

L

99

// MapC .A;X/

This can be solved if MapC .B;X/! MapC .A;X/ is a fibration in sSetIa , ie if for
every object i 2 I the map MapC .B;Xi /!MapC .A;Xi / is a fibration of simplicial
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Gi–sets. By assumption, Xi is fibrant in CGi and A! B restricts to a cofibration in
CGi so, by axiom SM7 for the sSetGi –enriched model category, CGi the map is a
fibration.

Proposition 2.21 If K is a cofibrant diagram in sSetIa , the functor

mapaI .K;�/W C
I
a �! CG

preserves equivalences of fibrant objects. Dually if K is cofibrant in sSetI
op

a , the functor

K˝aI .�/W C
I
a �! CG

preserves equivalences of point-wise cofibrant objects.

Proof The proof is the same as for the non-equivariant case of [15, Section 18.4],
using the equivariant adjunctions as in the proof of Proposition 2.20.

The following result generalizes Villarroel-Flores’s result [30, Theorem 6.1]:

Corollary 2.22 Let C be a G–model category, and let I be a category with G–action.
Then:

(1) holimW C Ia ! CG preserves equivalences between fibrant G–diagrams.

(2) hocolimW C Ia ! CG preserves equivalences between point-wise cofibrant G–
diagrams.

Proof Recall that homotopy limits and homotopy colimits are defined by cotensoring
with N.I=�/ and tensoring with N.�=I /op , respectively. By Proposition 2.21 it
is enough to show that N.I=�/ is cofibrant in sSetIa and N.�=I /op is cofibrant in
sSetI

op

a . This was shown in Example 2.19.

For an equivariant functor F W I ! J between categories with G–actions a and b ,
respectively, define the homotopy left Kan extension of a G–diagram X in C Ia by

.hoFŠX/j D hocolim.F=j ! I
X
�!C /

with the induced G–structure. The usual homotopy colimit hocolimI is the homotopy
left Kan extension along the functor I!�. Using the simplicial resolution B.rŠr/X of
Section 2.3 it is not hard to see that there is a natural isomorphism hoFŠX Š FŠ.qX/.
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Lemma 2.23 (Transitivity of homotopy left Kan extensions) Let F W I ! J and
F 0W J ! K be equivariant functors between small categories with G–actions a , b
and c , respectively. If X is a point-wise cofibrant object in C Ia then the natural map

hoF 0Š .hoFŠX/! ho.F 0 ıF /ŠX

is a weak equivalence in CKc . In particular, if K D � then there is a weak equivalence

hocolim
J

.hoFŠX/ �!� hocolim
I

X:

Proof Since X is point-wise cofibrant, the diagram qX is cofibrant and so hoFŠX Š
FŠqX is cofibrant as well, since FŠ preserves cofibrancy. The functor F 0

Š
preserves weak

equivalences between cofibrant objects, so the natural map F 0
Š
.q hoFŠX/!F 0

Š
.hoFŠX/

is a weak equivalence. The map in the lemma is the composite of the natural maps

hoF 0Š .hoFŠX/ �!� F 0Š .q hoFŠX/ �!� F 0Š .hoFŠX/ �!� F 0Š .FŠqX/ �!
� ho.F 0 ıF /ŠX;

where the second map is a weak equivalence by the discussion above.

2.5 Equivariant cofinality

Let I and J be categories with respective G–actions a and b , F W I!J an equivariant
functor and X W J ! C a G–diagram. We want to know when the canonical maps

hocolim
I

F �X �! hocolim
J

X and holim
J

X �! holim
I

F �X

are equivalences in CG. As in the non-equivariant setting, the categories F=j and j=F
play a role in answering this question. For every object j 2 J, these categories inherit
a canonical action by the stabilizers group Gj �G of j.

Definition 2.24 The functor F W I ! J is left (resp right) cofinal if for every j 2 J
the nerve of the category F=j (resp j=F ) is weakly Gj–contractible.

Notice that, for H � Gi , the H–fixed points of the nerve of F=j are isomorphic to
the nerve of .F=j /H. Therefore F is left cofinal if and only if the fixed categories
.F=j /H are contractible for all H �Gi , and similarly for right cofinality. The following
cofinality theorem is a generalization of [27, Theorem 1; 30, Theorem 6.3].

Theorem 2.25 Let C be a G–model category, F W I ! J an equivariant functor and
X 2 C J

b
a G–diagram in C. If F is left cofinal and X is fibrant, the canonical map

holim
J

X �! holim
I

F �X
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is an equivalence in CG. Dually, if F is right cofinal and X is point-wise cofibrant, the
map

hocolim
I

F �X �! hocolim
J

X

is an equivalence in CG.

Proof We prove the part about left cofinality. The map holimJ X ! holimI F �X
factors as

mapbJ .NJ=.�/; X/!mapbJ .NF=.�/; X/ �!� mapaI .NI=.�/; F �X/:

The second map is a cotensor version of the .FŠ; F �/–adjunction isomorphism (see
Example 1.20). It is equivariant and it is shown to be an isomorphism in [15, Proposition
19.6.6]. The first map is induced by the projection map NF=.�/! NJ=.�/, which is
an equivalence in sSetJb since, for all H �G and all objects j 2 JH, both categories
F=jH and J=jH are contractible (J=jH has a final object). Moreover, the G–
diagrams NJ=.�/ and NF=.�/ are cofibrant in sSetJa , by Example 2.19. Therefore
the induced map on mapping objects is an equivalence by the homotopy invariance of
mapbJ of Proposition 2.20.

As an application of cofinality we prove a “twisted Fubini theorem” for homotopy
colimits, describing the homotopy colimit of a G–diagram indexed over a Grothendieck
construction. The classical version can be found in [6, Proposition 26.5]. Let I
be a category with G–action and ‰ 2 CatIa a G–diagram of small categories. The
Grothendieck construction I o‰ of the underlying diagram of categories inherits a
G–action, defined on objects by

g � .i; c 2 ob‰.i//D .gi; g�c 2‰.gi//

and sending a morphism .˛W i ! j;  W ‰.˛/.c/! d/ from .i; c/ to .j; d/ to the
morphism

g � .˛; /D .g˛W gi ! gj;‰.g˛/.gc/D g‰.˛/
g
�!gd/:

Now let X 2 C I o‰a be a G–diagram in a G–model category C. This induces a G–
diagram I ! C defined at an object i of I by hocolim‰.i/X j‰.i/ , where X is
restricted along the canonical inclusion �i W ‰.i/! I o‰ . The G–structure is given by
the maps

hocolim
‰.i/

X j‰.i/
g
�! hocolim

‰.i/
X j‰.gi/ ıg

g�
�! hocolim

‰.gi/
X j‰.gi/;

where the first map is induced by the natural transformation of ‰.i/–diagrams

X j‰.i/ �!X j‰.gi/ ıg
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provided by the G–structure on X and the second map is the canonical map induced
by the functor on indexing categories gW ‰.i/!‰.gi/.

Corollary 2.26 For every point-wise cofibrant G–diagram X 2C I o‰a there is a natural
equivariant weak equivalence

�W hocolim
I

hocolim
‰.�/

X j‰.�/ �!
� hocolim

I o‰
X:

Remark 2.27 When C is the G–model category of spaces with the fixed point model
structures and X W I o‰! Top is the constant one-point diagram the corollary gives a
G–equivalence

jN.I o‰/j �!� hocolim
i2I

jN‰.i/j

analogous to Thomason’s theorem [28]. Our proof is modeled on Thomason’s proof.

Proof of Corollary 2.26 Let pW I o‰! I be the canonical projection. We start by
defining a zig-zag of equivalences

hocolim
I

hocolim
‰.�/

X j‰.�/
�1
 � hocolim

I
hopŠX

�2
�! hocolim

I o‰
X;

where hopŠ denotes homotopy left Kan extension and �2 is the equivalence of transi-
tivity of homotopy left Kan extensions, Lemma 2.23.

For an object i of I define the functor Fi W p=i ! ‰.i/ by Fi .j; c; f W j ! i/ D

‰.f /.c/ on objects and on morphisms from .j; c; f0W j ! i/ to .k; d; f1W k! i/ by

Fi .hW j ! k; ˛W ‰.h/.c/! d/D‰.f1/.˛/W ‰.f0/.c/!‰.f1/.d/:

The canonical functor p=i ! I o ‰ used to define the homotopy left Kan exten-
sion .hopŠX/i factors as p=i Fi

�!‰.i/
�i
�! I o‰ . This factorization induces a map

i W .hopŠX/i ! hocolim‰.i/X j‰.i/ , which is natural in i and compatible with the
G–structures and hence defines a map of I–indexed G–diagrams

 W hopŠX ! hocolim
‰.�/

X j‰.�/:

This induces the map

�1W hocolim
I

hopŠX �! hocolim
I

hocolim
‰.�/

X j‰.�/

in the zig-zag. Let us see that this is an equivalence. For an object c of ‰.i/, the
right fiber c=Fi has a .Gi /c –invariant initial object and is therefore contractible. It
follows by cofinality (Theorem 2.25) that the maps i are weak Gi–equivalences. By
homotopy invariance of homotopy colimits, the induced map �1 is a G–equivalence.
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It remains to introduce the map �W hocolimI o‰ X ! hocolimI hocolim‰.�/X j‰.�/
from the statement and compare it with the zig-zag. It is defined using the simplicial re-
placements of Section 2.3. The iterated homotopy colimit hocolimI hocolim‰.�/X‰.�/
is isomorphic to the realization of the simplicial CG–object

Œp� 7!
a

kp!���!k0;ip
fp
!���

f1
!i0

X.ip;kp/;

where the indexing strings of maps are in Np‰.ip/op and NpI op, respectively. The
map � in level p maps a summand X.ip;kp/ by the identity map to the summand ofa

�2Np.I o‰/op

X�.p/;

indexed by the p–simplex

.ip; kp/ �! .ip�1; ‰.fp/.kp�1// �! � � � �! .i0; ‰.fp � � � f1/.k0//

of N.I o‰/op. Just as in Thomason’s original proof, there is a simplicial homotopy
from � ı�2 to �1 and it follows that � is a weak equivalence (see in particular [28,
Lemma 1.2.5]).

2.6 The Elmendorf theorem for G–diagrams

Let C be a cofibrantly generated model category with cellular fixed points, in the sense
of [20]. Then the category CG of G–object admits the fixed point model structure,
where weak equivalences and fibrations are the equivariant maps whose H–fixed points
are weak equivalences and fibrations in C, respectively, for every subgroup H �G. Let
OG be the orbit category of G, with quotient sets G=H as objects and equivariant maps
as morphisms. Elmendorf’s theorem (see [26; 11]) describes a Quillen equivalence

LW COop
G � CG WR;

where the diagram category COop
G has the projective model structure. In this section

we prove an analogous result, giving a Quillen equivalence between the category of
G–diagrams in C and a category of diagrams with the projective model structure.

Let I be a small category with an action a of G. For convenience we will consider
the category of G–diagrams in C as the category CGÌaI of diagrams indexed over
the Grothendieck construction of the action (see Lemma 1.9). The functor aW G! Cat
induces a functor xaW Oop

G ! Cat that sends G=H to the category IH of objects and
morphisms of I fixed by the H–action. We denote its Grothendieck construction by
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Oop
G Ìxa I. The inclusion functor G!Oop

G that sends the unique object to G=1 induces
a functor G Ìa I !Oop

G Ìxa I, which itself induces a restriction functor

LW COop
GÌxaI �! CGÌaI :

Recall from Example 2.4 that, if the fixed point functors of C are cellular, the fixed
point model structures on CH for H �G assemble into a G–model category.

Theorem 2.28 Let C be a category such that the fixed points functors for the sub-
groups of G are cellular. The functor LW COop

GÌxaI ! CGÌaI is the left adjoint of a
Quillen equivalence

LW COop
GÌxaI � CGÌaI WR;

where CGÌaI has the model structure of Theorem 2.6 and COop
GÌxaI has the projective

model structure.

Proof The right adjoint sends a G–diagram X in CGÌaI Š C Ia to the diagram
R.X/W Oop

G Ìxa I ! C that sends an object .G=H; i 2 IH / to

R.X/.G=H; i 2 IH /DXHi :

To define R.X/ on morphisms, recall that the set of equivariant maps G=K!G=H

is in natural bijection with .G=H/K. A morphism in Oop
G from .G=H; i/ to .G=K; j /

is a pair .z 2 .G=H/K ; .˛W zi ! j / 2 IK/, which is sent to the composite

XHi
z
�!XKzi

˛K�
�!XKj :

A morphism f W X ! Y in C Ia is sent to the natural transformation with value
f Hi W X

H
i ! YHi at the object .G=H; i 2 IH /. It is straightforward to see that

R is a right adjoint for L. The counit LRX !X is an isomorphism and the unit at a
diagram Z of COop

GÌxaI is the natural transformation

�Z W Z.G=H; i/ �!RL.Z/.G=H; i/DZ.G=1; i/H

induced by the morphism .H 2 .G=H/1; idi /W .G=H; i/! .G=1; i/ of Oop
G Ìxa I. By

definition of the fixed point model structure and of the model structure on CGÌaI, the
right adjoint R preserves and detects equivalences and fibrations. Thus the adjunction
.L;R/ is a Quillen pair.

Since R preserves and detects equivalences, .L;R/ is a Quillen equivalence precisely
if the unit �Z W Z!RL.Z/ is an equivalence for all cofibrant objects Z in COop

GÌxaI.
We prove this following the argument of [26]. By cellularity of the fixed point functors,
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RL preserves pushouts along generating cofibrations and directed colimits along point-
wise cofibrations. Thus it is enough to show that �Z is an isomorphism when Z is a
generating cofibrant object, that is, an object of the form

Z D homOop
GÌxaI

..G=H; i/;�/˝ c

for fixed objects .G=H; i/ of Oop
G Ìxa I and c of C cofibrant. For such a Z , the unit

at an object .G=K; j / is the top horizontal map of the commutative diagram

homOop
GÌxaI

..G=H; i/; .G=K; j //˝ c
�
//

Š

��

�
homOop

GÌxaI
..G=H; i/; .G=e; j //˝ c

�K
Š

��

f.z 2 .G=H/K j˛W .zi ! j / 2 IK/g˝ c //
�
f.z 2G=H j˛W .zi ! j /2 I /g˝ c

�K

ƒKij ˝ c
// .ƒij ˝ c/

K

where ƒij is the set of pairs .z2G=H; ˛2zi!j / with K acting by left multiplication
on G=H and by the category action on the map to j (notice that j belongs to IK ).
The bottom horizontal map is an isomorphism by the cellularity conditions on the
K–fixed points functor.

For the G–model category of spaces, the Elmendorf theorem gives a description of the
fixed points of the homotopy limit of a G–diagram as a space of natural transformations
of diagrams.

Corollary 2.29 For every G–diagram of spaces X in TopIa, there is a natural homeo-
morphism of spaces

.holim
I

X/G ŠMap
TopO

op
G

ÌxaI

�
R.BI=.�//; R.X/

�
;

where R.X/W Oop
G Ìxa I ! Top has vertices R.X/.G=H;i/ DXHi .

Proof The space .holimI X/G is by definition the mapping space from BI=.�/ to X
in TopIa. As the counit of the adjunction of the Elmendorf theorem is an isomorphism,
there is a sequence of natural homeomorphisms

MapTopIa
.BI=.�/; X/ŠMapTopIa

�
LR.BI=.�//; X

�
ŠMap

TopO
op
G

ÌxaI

�
R.BI=.�//; R.X/

�
:
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3 Equivariant excision

We use the homotopy theory of G–diagrams developed earlier in the paper to set up
a theory of G–excisive homotopy functors. Classical excision is formulated using
cartesian and cocartesian squares and captures the behavior of homology theories.
Blumberg [4] shows that, in the equivariant setting, squares of G–objects are not
enough to capture the behavior of equivariant homology theories. In the rest of the
paper we explain how to replace squares by cubical G–diagrams to define a good
theory of equivariant excision. We point out that this has already been achieved in [4]
in the category of based G–spaces. We prove in Proposition 3.31 that our approach
and Blumberg’s are equivalent in this category.

3.1 Equivariant cubes

Let G be a finite group and let J be a finite G–set. The poset category of subsets of J
ordered by inclusion, P.J /, has a canonical G–action, where a group element g 2G
sends a subset U � J to the set

g �U D fg �u j u 2 U g:

Let C be a G–model category (see Definition 2.1).

Definition 3.1 The category of J–cubes in C is the category of G–diagrams C
P.J /
a

for the action a on P.J / described above.

In order to define a homotopy invariant notion of (co)cartesian cubes, we need to make
our homotopy (co)limits homotopy invariant. Given a cube X 2 C

P.J /
a let FX denote

a fibrant J–cube (in the model structure of Theorem 2.6) together with an equivalence
X �!� FX. Similarly, let QX �!� X denote an equivalence with QX point-wise
cofibrant, that is, with QXU cofibrant in CGU for every U 2 P.J /.

Remark 3.2 To find a replacement FX , one can simply use the fibrant replacement
in the model category C P.J /

a . Similarly, a cofibrant replacement QX in C
P.J /
a is in

particular point-wise cofibrant by Proposition 2.10. However, for a given cube one
can often find a more explicit point-wise cofibrant replacement that is not necessarily
cofibrant in C

P.J /
a (see Examples 3.4 and 3.5 below). For example, if a functorial

cofibrant replacement Q in C lifts to a cofibrant replacement in CH for every H �G,
the diagram QX is point-wise cofibrant.
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Let us denote by P0.J / the full subcategory of P.J / on the objects different from
the empty set and let P1.J / be the full subcategory of P.J / of proper subsets of J.
Since ∅ and J are fixed by the G–action, P0.J / and P1.J / inherit a G–action. We
let �0W P0.J /! P.J / and �1W P1.J /! P.J / be the corresponding inclusions.

Definition 3.3 Let C be a G–model category and J a finite G–set. A J–cube
X 2 C

P.J /
a is homotopy cocartesian if the canonical map

hocolim
P1.J /

��1QX �!QXJ �!
� XJ

is an equivalence in CG. Dually, X 2 C
P.J /
a is homotopy cartesian if the canonical

map
X∅ �!� FX∅ �! holim

P0.J /
��0FX

is an equivalence in CG. We will drop the inclusions from the notation when convenient.

Example 3.4 Let J be a finite G–set and let JC be the G–set J with an added
disjoint fixed basepoint. For a cofibrant object c 2 CG, define a JC–cube SJ c with
vertices

.SJ c/U D

8<:
c U D∅;
CU c U Œ JC;
†J c U D JC:

Here †J c D† zJCc is the suspension by the permutation representation of J defined
in Example 1.19 and CU c denotes the U–iterated cone

CU c D hocolim
P.U /

�
S 7�!

�
c if S D∅
� otherwise

�
' �:

Since c is cofibrant, SJ c is point-wise cofibrant. Let us prove that it is homotopy
cocartesian. Its restriction to P1.JC/ is the cofibrant replacement q of Theorem 2.14
for the diagram �J cW P1.JC/! C with .�J c/∅ D c and with the terminal object at
the other vertices. Since homotopy colimits and colimits agree on cofibrant objects (by
the homotopy invariance of ˝aI ), the canonical map from the homotopy colimit factors
as the equivalence

hocolim
P1.JC/

SJ c D hocolim
P1.JC/

q.�J c/ �!� colim
P1.JC/

q.�J c/Š hocolim
P1.JC/

�J c D†J c:

Example 3.5 Suppose that C has a zero object � and let us denote the coproduct
of C by

W
. Let c be a cofibrant object of CG and let J be a finite G–set. Define a
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J–cube W J c with vertices

.W J c/U D

8<:
W
J c U D∅;

c jU j D 1;

� jU j � 2;

with initial map .W J c/∅D
W
J c! cD .W J c/fj g the pinch map that collapses every

wedge summand different from j. This has a G–structure defined by the action onW
J c on the initial vertex and by the action maps gW .W J c/fj gD c! cD .W J c/fgj g .

The cube W J c is homotopy cocartesian, that is, its homotopy colimit over P1.J / is
equivalent in CG to the zero object. To see this, we replace W J c by the equivalent
cube

.W c/U D

8̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:

W
J

c U D∅;

c
W
Jnj

Cc U D fj g;W
J

Cc jU j � 2;

where Cc is the one-fold cone Cc D hocolim.c!�/ and the non-identity maps of
the diagram are all induced by cone inclusions c! Cc . The G–structure is defined
similarly as before, by permuting the wedge components. The cube W c is cofibrant,
since the latching maps are all equivariant cofibrations (see Proposition A.6). As
homotopy colimits preserve equivalences of point-wise cofibrant diagrams, we get
equivalences

hocolim
P1.J /

W J c �!� hocolim
P1.J /

W c �!� colim
P1.J /

W c Š
_
J

Cc:

This is contractible, since
W
J is a left Quillen functor, and therefore it preserves

equivalences of cofibrant objects.

3.2 Equivariant homotopy functors

Given two G–model categories C and D , we define the notion of “homotopy functor”
from C to D . We shall consider functors for which we can express compatibility
conditions with the model structures on CH and DH for every subgroup H � G.
These are the functors ˆW C ! DG.

These functors are precisely the functors for which the formation of G–diagrams is
functorial, in the sense that a functor ˆW C ! DG induces a functor ˆ�W C Ia ! DIa
for any category with G–action I. Given a G–diagram X in C Ia , the G–structure on
the diagram ˆ�.X/Dˆ ıX is defined by the maps

ˆ.Xi /
g

���!ˆ.Xi /
ˆ.g/
���!ˆ.Xgi /:
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Since each map ˆ.g/ is G–equivariant, ˆ.g/gD gˆ.g/ and our choice of applying g
first is irrelevant. When I D � is the trivial category, this functor is the classical
extension ˆW CG! DG. Similarly, the functor ˆW C ! DH obtained by restricting
the G–action to a subgroup H of G extends to a functor ˆW CH ! DH.

Definition 3.6 We call ˆW C ! DG a homotopy functor if for every subgroup H
of G the extended functor ˆW CH ! DH preserves equivalences of cofibrant objects.
In particular, the induced functor ˆ�W C Ia ! DIa preserves equivalences of point-wise
cofibrant G–diagrams.

Example 3.7 The following are all examples of functors CG!DG that are extensions
of homotopy functors C ! DG:
� The identity functor CG! CG.
� The functors K ^ .�/, Map�.K;�/W TopG� ! TopG� for a fixed well-pointed
G–space K.

� The functor E ^ .�/W TopG� ! .SpO/G for a fixed orthogonal G–spectrum E.

An example of a functor CG ! DG that is not the extension of a functor C ! DG

is the quotient functor .�/=GW TopG! TopG that sends a G–space to its orbit space
with the trivial G–action.

Let ƒW ˆ! ˆ0 be a natural transformation of functors ˆ, ˆ0W C ! DG. For every
subgroup H of G, the natural transformation ƒ induces a natural transformation ƒH
of functors CH ! DH from the extension of ˆ to the extension of ˆ0.

Definition 3.8 A natural transformation ƒW ˆ! ˆ0 is an equivalence if, for every
subgroup H of G and every object c of CH , the morphism ƒH W ˆ.c/!ˆ0.c/ is
an equivalence in DH.

In Section 3.5 we are going to consider enriched functors, which have the advantage of
admitting assembly maps. We recall that a G–model category C is by default enriched
over the category sSet of simplicial sets, and that this induces H–sSet–enrichments
on CH for every subgroup H of G compatible with the given model structures.
When a functor ˆW C ! DG is enriched over sSet, its extension ˆW CH ! DH is
automatically enriched over H–sSet. That is, if b and c are objects of CH, the map
of simplicial sets

ˆW MapC .b; c/ �!MapC .ˆ.b/;ˆ.c//

is H–equivariant with respect to the conjugation actions. In particular, the functor
ˆW CH ! DH preserves homotopy equivalences and therefore equivalences between
fibrant and cofibrant objects.
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Remark 3.9 Waldhausen [31, Lemmas 3.1.2–3.1.3] proves that any sufficiently nice
homotopy functor on the category of simplicial sets is equivalent to an enriched functor.
Biedermann and Röndigs [3] extend Waldhausen’s result to simplicial model categories.
A similar statement holds in our equivariant context. Let ˆW C ! DG be a homotopy
functor and suppose that, for every H �G and every object c in CH, the simplicial
object

ˆ.mapC .�
.�/; c//W �op

�! DH

in the model category DH is Reedy cofibrant. Then the functor ˆ�W C !DG defined
as the geometric realization

ˆ�.c/D

�a
n

�n˝ˆ.mapC .�
n; c//

��
�

is sSet–enriched and the natural map ˆ!ˆ� is an equivalence. This is proved in [3,
Lemma 4.2].

Given a simplicial G–set K and an object c of CG, there is a G–equivariant assembly
map

AK W K˝ˆ.c/ �!ˆ.K˝ c/

in DG. It is natural both in the G–object c and in the simplicial G–set K. It is defined
as the adjoint to the map of simplicial G–sets

K �!MapC .c;K˝ c/
ˆ
�!MapD.ˆ.c/;ˆ.K˝ c//;

where the first map is adjoint to the identity of K˝ c . If C and D are pointed, these
maps induce a map

˛W ˆ.c/ �!�Jˆ.†J c/

in DG, called the adjoint assembly map, which is defined as follows. Recall from
Example 1.19 the definitions of �J and †J, and let us write �J DN.P0.JC//. The
assembly maps for the simplicial G–sets �J and @�J and the pushout square defining
†J give a commutative diagram:

�J ˝ˆ.c/
A
�J

// ˆ.�J ˝ c/ // ˆ.†J c/

@�J ˝ˆ.c/
A
@�J

//

OO

��

ˆ.@�J ˝ c/ //

OO

��

ˆ.†J c/

�˝ˆ.c/
A�

// ˆ.�˝ c/Dˆ.�/ // ˆ.†J c/
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By adjoining the tensor in the compositions of the horizontal maps we obtain a com-
mutative square:

ˆ.c/ //

��

mapC .�
J ; ˆ.†J c//

��

� DmapC .�; ˆ.†
J c// // mapC .@�

J ; ˆ.†J c//

The adjoint assembly map ˛W ˆ.c/ ! �Jˆ.†J c/ is the canonical map from the
initial vertex of this square into the pullback of the rest of the diagram. We will see in
Section 3.5 how this map is intimately related to the G–excision of ˆ.

Remark 3.10 Let B and D be simplicial model categories and let C be a small full
subcategory of B . In [3, Theorem 4.14] the authors prove that, under certain conditions
on the model structures, the category of enriched functors C ! D admits a model
structure where the equivalences are point-wise and the fibrant objects are precisely
the homotopy functors. We wonder if a similar amount of hard work would show that,
if B and D are well-behaved G–model categories, the category of enriched functors
C ! DG admits a model structure with the equivalences of Definition 3.8 where the
fibrant objects are the homotopy functors of Definition 3.6.

3.3 G–excision

Let G be a finite group and let ˆW C ! DG be a homotopy functor between G–
model categories. We saw in Section 3.2 that ˆ induces a functor between GC–cubes
ˆ�W C

P.GC/
a ! DP.GC/

a .

Definition 3.11 We say that a homotopy functor ˆW C ! DG is G–excisive if
ˆ�W C

P.GC/
a !DP.GC/

a sends homotopy cocartesian GC–cubes to homotopy cartesian
GC–cubes. When C and D are pointed, we say that ˆ is G–linear if it is G–excisive
and ˆ.�/ is equivalent to the zero object in DG.

The choice of indexing the cubes on the G–set GC seems arbitrary at first sight.
We justify and explain this choice, including the extra basepoint added to G, in
Proposition 3.13 and Remark 3.15 below.

Example 3.12 The following are examples of G–linear homotopy functors, as we
will see later in the paper.
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� Let M be an abelian group with additive G–action. Consider the homotopy functor
M.�/W sSet�! sSetG� that sends a simplicial set Z to

M.Z/n D
M
z2Zn

Mz=M�;

where G acts diagonally on the direct summands. We show in Example 3.33 that
this functor is G–linear and explain how this is related to the equivariant Eilenberg–
Mac Lane spectrum HM being a fibrant orthogonal G–spectrum. The homotopy
groups of the extension of M.�/ to sSetG� are the Bredon homology of the Mackey
functor H 7!MH.

� For a fixed orthogonal G–spectrum E in .SpO/G, the homotopy functor

E ^ .�/W Top�! .SpO/G

is G–linear (see Proposition 3.36). The stable homotopy groups of the extension of
E ^ .�/ to pointed G–spaces is the equivariant homology theory associated to E.

� The inclusion of spectra with trivial G–action SpO ! .SpO/G (which extends to
the identity on G–spectra) is G–linear (see Theorem 3.35).

The next result shows that our choice of indexing the cubes on the G–set GC in the
definition of G–excision plays a minor role; we could equivalently have indexed the
cubes on transitive G–sets with disjoint basepoints.

Proposition 3.13 A homotopy functor ˆW C ! DG is G–excisive if and only if the
induced functor ˆ�W C P.G=HC/

a ! DP.G=HC/
a sends homotopy cocartesian G=HC–

cubes to homotopy cartesian G=HC–cubes for every subgroup H �G.

Remark 3.14 Setting H DG in Proposition 3.13 we see that ˆ�W C
P.1C/
a !D

P.1C/
a

sends cocartesian squares in CG to cartesian squares in DG. That is, if ˆ is G–excisive
then the induced functor ˆ�W CG! DG is excisive in the classical sense.

Proof of Proposition 3.13 The “if” part of the statement is trivial. For the “only if”
part, let H be a subgroup of G and consider the projection map pW GC! G=HC .
As part of a broader discussion on how to calculate homotopy limits and colimits
of punctured cubes, we show in Propositions A.1 and A.3 that the induced restric-
tion functor p�W C P.G=HC/

a ! C P.GC/
a preserves homotopy cocartesian cubes and

detects homotopy cartesian cubes. Therefore, given a homotopy cocartesian cube X in
C P.G=HC/
a , the cube p�X in C P.GC/

a is homotopy cocartesian and, by G–excision of
ˆ, the cube ˆ�.p�X/D p�ˆ�.X/ is homotopy cartesian in DP.GC/

a . As p� detects
homotopy cocartesian cubes, ˆ�.X/ is homotopy cartesian in DP.G=HC/

a .
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Remark 3.15 The basepoint added to G in the definition of G–excision (Definition
3.11) has the role of combining in a single condition the behavior of ˆW C ! DG

on squares and on G–cubes. We already saw (Remark 3.14) that if ˆ is G–excisive
it sends homotopy cocartesian squares to homotopy cartesian squares. It turns out
that ˆ�W C P.G=H/

a ! DP.G=H/
a also turns homotopy cocartesian G=H–cubes into

homotopy cartesian ones. This can be proved by extending a G=H–cube to a G=HC–
cube by means of the functor pW P.G=HC/! P.G=H/ that intersects a subset with
G=H, with a proof analogous to Proposition 3.13. Conversely, similar techniques show
that if ˆW C ! DG turns homotopy cocartesian squares and G–cubes into homotopy
cartesian ones, it is G–excisive.

Remark 3.16 The G–linearity of functors ˆW C ! DG from a pointed G–model
category C is hereditary with respect to taking subgroups, under a mild assumption on
the target G–model category D . That is to say, if ˆ is G–linear it is also H–linear
for every subgroup H of G. The proof we suggest requires a surprising amount of
machinery and it is given in Corollary 3.23 as a corollary of a higher Wirthmüller
isomorphism theorem. It is still unknown to the authors if in the unpointed case
G–excision satisfies a similar property.

Proposition 3.17 Let C and D be pointed G–model categories and ˆW C !DG be a
G–linear homotopy functor. For any finite G–set J and any cofibrant G–object c 2 CG,
the canonical map

ˆ

�_
J

c

�
�!

Y
J

Fˆ.c/

is an equivalence in DG.

Proof First assume that J D 1C with trivial G–action. The square Vc

c _ c
pC
//

p1

��

c

��

c // �

in CG is homotopy cocartesian (see Example 3.5). By Remark 3.14 its image ˆ.Vc/
is homotopy cartesian, that is, the map

ˆ.c _ c/ �!� Fˆ.c _ c/! holim
P0.1C/

Fˆ.Vc/Š Fˆ.c/�Fˆ.c/

is a weak equivalence in DG, with diagonal action on the target. By induction, the map
of the statement is an equivalence for every J with trivial G–action. Given a finite
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G–set J, decompose it as the disjoint union of transitive G–sets J D
`
z2GnJ z . The

map of the statement decomposes as

ˆ

�_
J

c

�
Dˆ

� _
z2GnJ

_
z

c

�
�!�

Y
z2GnJ

Fˆ

�_
z

c

�
!

Y
z2GnJ

Y
z

Fˆ.c/D
Y
J

Fˆ.c/

with the first map an equivalence as the action on the quotient GnJ is trivial. Therefore
it is enough to show that the map is an equivalence for J DG=H a transitive G–set.

Consider the G=HC–cube Wc with vertices

.W c/U D

8<:
W
G=H c U D∅;

c U D fj ¤Cg;

� otherwise:

It is homotopy cocartesian by an argument completely similar to Example 3.5. By
Proposition 3.13 the cube ˆ.Wc/ is homotopy cartesian, that is, the canonical map

ˆ

� _
G=H

c

�
! holim

P0.G=HC/
Fˆ.Wc/Š

Y
G=H

Fˆ.c/

is an equivalence in DG.

Remark 3.18 In this equivariant setting GC–cubes (or equivalently JC–cubes for
J transitive) play the role that squares play in the classical theory. The equivariant
analogue of n–cubes should be cubes indexed on G–sets with n distinct G–orbits
and a disjoint basepoint. Following [13], the behavior of ˆ on these cubes should be
related to higher-order G–excision. This will be the subject of a later article.

3.4 The generalized Wirthmüller isomorphism theorem

Let C be a bicomplete category and let H and H 0 be subgroups of a finite group G.
We recall from Section 2.1 that a finite set K with commuting left H 0–action and right
H–action induces an adjunction

K˝H .�/W C
H � CH

0

W homH 0.K;�/:

Let K� be the set K with left H–action and right H 0–action defined by h � k � h0 D
.h0/�1 � k � h�1. If C has a zero-object � and the actions on K are free, a functor
ˆW C ! DG induces a natural transformation

�W ˆ.K˝H .�// �! homH .K�; ˆ.�//
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of functors CH ! DH
0

. The map �c is the image by the composition

CH ..K� �H 0 K/˝H c; c/
ˆ
�!DH .ˆ..K� �H 0 K/˝H c/;ˆ.c//

! DH .K�˝H 0 ˆ.K˝H c/;ˆ.c// �!
� DH

0�
ˆ.K˝H c/; homH .K�; ˆ.c//

�
of the map

W
K��H 0K

c! c defined by hW c! c on a .k; k0/–component with k0hDk
and by the trivial map c!�! c otherwise. Notice that since the H–action is free
there is at most one h for which k0hD k .

Example 3.19 Suppose that K D G D H 0 with left G–multiplication and right
H–multiplication. Sending an element to its inverse defines an H–G–equivariant
isomorphism between G� and G with left H–multiplication and right G–multiplication.
We saw in Remark 2.2 that the forgetful functor CG!CH is right adjoint to G˝H .�/
and left adjoint to homH .G�;�/. The map � for the identity functor is the standard
map

G˝H .�/ �! homH .G�;�/;

which in the case of spectra is the classical Wirthmüller isomorphism map. In
Theorem 3.35 we apply Theorem 3.20 below to recover the Wirthmüller isomorphism
theorem for G–spectra.

Theorem 3.20 Let C and D be pointed G–model categories and suppose that K
admits an H 0–H–equivariant map to G ; this happens eg if K DG. For every G–linear
homotopy functor ˆW C ! DG and every object c in CH, the composite

ˆ.K˝H c/
�c
�! homH .K�; ˆ.c// �! homH .K�; Fˆ.c//

is an equivalence in DH
0

, where ˆ.c/ �!� Fˆ.c/ is a fibrant replacement of ˆ.c/
in DH. In particular, if the right Quillen functor homH .K�;�/ preserves all weak
equivalences, the map �c W ˆ.K˝H c/! homH .K�; ˆ.c// is a weak equivalence for
any c 2 CH.

Proof We express the map of the statement as a canonical map into the homotopy
limit of a punctured cube, then we use the G–linearity of ˆ to conclude that the map
is an equivalence. For this we will compare the source and target of � with an indexed
coproduct and product, respectively.
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Choose a section sG W G=H !G and an H 0–H–equivariant map �W K!G. These
choices give a commutative diagram (of sets)

K
�

//

�K
��

G

�G
��

K=H

sK

BB

x�

// G=H

sG

\\

where sK.kH/ WD k � .�.k/�1 � sG�G�.k// is a section for �K, satisfying the relation
�sK D sG x� . This gives a map  W H 0 �K=H !H defined by

.h0; z/D sG.h
0x�.z//�1 � h0 � sG x�.z/;

which we use to define functors
W
K=H .�/W C

H ! CH
0

and
Q
K=H .�/W D

H !DH
0

.
These send objects c and d to the coproduct

W
K=H c and product

Q
K=H d , respec-

tively, with H 0–actions2

h0 � .z; x/D .h0z; .h0; z/ � x/ and .h0 �y/z D .h
0; z/ �y.h0/�1z;

respectively. There is a commutative diagram of natural transformations

ˆ

� _
K=H

c

�
ˆ.sK˝idc/ Š

��

//
_
K=H

ˆ.c/

sK˝idˆ.c/ Š
��

//
Y
K=H

ˆ.c/

Š .�/ısK
��

�W ˆ.K˝H c/ // K˝H ˆ.c/ // homH .K�; ˆ.c//:

The top-right horizontal map is the canonical map from the coproduct to the product.
The first two vertical maps are induced by the composite

sK ˝ idW
_
K=H

c DK=H ˝ c!K˝ c�K˝H c:

This is an isomorphism with inverse .k; x/ 7! .�Kk; .sG�G�.k//
�1�.k/ � x/. The

right vertical map .�/ ı sK is defined dually and it is also an isomorphism. We can
therefore equivalently study the top composition ˆ

�W
K=H c

�
!
Q
K=H ˆ.c/.

Consider the K=HC–cube WcW P.K=HC/! C defined by

.W c/S D

8<:
W
K=H c S D∅;

c jS j D 1; S ¤ fCg;

� jS j � 2 or S D fCg;

2For convenience we only spell these actions out in the case that the objects of C have “elements”.
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with initial map
W
K=H c! c D .W c/fzg the pinch map that collapses all the wedge

components not indexed by fzg. The structure maps c D .W c/z! .W c/h0z D c are
defined by .h0; z/ 2H.

The cube Wc is homotopy cocartesian. Indeed, if QH c �!� c is a cofibrant replacement
of c in CH, the cube WQH c is point-wise cofibrant with homotopy colimit over
P1.K=HC/ contractible (see Example 3.5). Let ˆ.Wc/ �!� Fˆ.Wc/ be a fibrant
replacement of ˆ.Wc/. By linearity of ˆ, the canonical map

ˆ

� _
K=H

c

�
�!� holim

P0.K=HC/
Fˆ.Wc/Š

Y
K=H

Fˆ.c/

is an equivalence in DH
0

. This proves the first part of the theorem.

Moreover, the map above fits into a commutative diagram

ˆ

� _
K=H

c

�
//

'

%%

Y
K=H

ˆ.c/

��Q
K=H Fˆ.c/

where the right vertical map is an equivalence if the functor homH .K�;�/ (and
therefore

Q
K=H .�/) preserves weak equivalences.

Corollary 3.21 If the trivial action inclusion functor C ! CG is G–linear, the left
and right adjoints to the evaluation functor evi W C Ia ! CGi are naturally equivalent on
fibrant objects for every i 2 I.

Proof We saw in Lemma 2.8 that the left adjoint Fi W CGi ! C Ia has j–vertex

.Fic/j DKj i ˝Gi c;

where Kj i D homGÌaI .i; j / projects Gj–Gi–equivariantly to G. Similarly the right
adjoint has j–vertex

.Ric/j D homGi .K
�
j i ; c/

and Theorem 3.20 provides a natural equivalence from Fi to Ri .

We give a “higher version” of the Wirthmüller isomorphism theorem, which compares
the left and the right adjoints of the functor on J–cubes that restricts the action to a
subgroup H of G. Given a G–set J, let J jH be the H–set obtained by restricting the
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G–action to H. The poset category with H–action P.J jH / is the category P.J / with
the restricted action ajH. There is a forgetful functor C P.J /

a ! C P.J jH /
ajH

that restricts
the G–structure to an H–structure. It has both a left and a right adjoint, which we denote
respectively LJ and RJ. This can easily be seen with the description of G–diagrams as
diagrams on a Grothendieck construction of Lemma 1.9, because the restriction functor
above corresponds to restriction along the inclusion �W H ÌajH P.J jH /!G Ìa P.J /.
The following result specializes to Theorem 3.20 for K D G when J is the empty
G–set.

Theorem 3.22 For every G–linear homotopy functor ˆW C ! DG and J jH–cube
X 2 C

P.J jH /
ajH

, there is an equivalence of J–cubes

ˆLJ .X/
�
�!RJˆ.X/ �!RJFˆ.X/;

where ˆ.X/ �!� Fˆ.X/ is a fibrant replacement of ˆ.X/.

Proof Let us describe the left adjoint LJ explicitly, by calculating the left Kan
extension of X along �W H ÌajH P.J jH /!GÌaP.J /. By definition, this has values

LJ .X/U D colim
�
�=U !H ÌajH P.J jH /

X
�!C

�
:

The over-category �=U is the poset with objects .g 2G; A 2 P.g�1U// and a unique
morphism .g; A/! .g0; A0/ whenever g.g0/�1 belongs to H and g.g0/�1A � A0.
This can be written as the disjoint union of categories

�=U D
a

z2G=H

.Ez o‰z/;

where Ez is the translation category of the right H–set z (see Lemma 2.8) and Ez o‰z
is the Grothendieck construction of the functor ‰z W Ez! Cat that sends g 2G=H to
the category P.g�1U/. Hence the left Kan extension LJ .X/ is naturally isomorphic
to

LJ .X/U Š
_

z2G=H

colim
.g;A/2Ezo‰z

XA

Š

_
z2G=H

colim
g2Ez

colim
A2P.g�1U/

XA �!
�

_
z2G=H

colim
g2Ez

Xg�1U :

Here the first isomorphism is the Fubini theorem for colimits (see eg [6, Proposi-
tion 40.2]; as it is an isomorphism it is enough to see that it is equivariant). The last
map is an isomorphism because g�1U is a terminal object in P.g�1U/. A choice of
section sW G=H !G gives a further identification

LJ .X/U Š
_

z2G=H

Xs.z/�1U :
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Chasing through the isomorphisms one can see that the G–structure is given by the
maps

gW Xs.z/�1U
s.gz/�1gs.z/
���������!Xs.gz/�1gU :

The same choice of section gives a similar identification for the right adjoint,

RJ .X/U Š
Y

z2G=H

Xs.z/�1U :

A G=HC–cube argument completely analogous to Theorem 3.20 shows that the inclu-
sion of wedges into products induces a G–equivalence ˆLJ .X/!RJFˆ.X/.

Corollary 3.23 Let J be a finite G–set and H be a subgroup of G. Let ˆW C ! DG

be a homotopy functor and suppose that homH .G;�/W DH!DG detects equivalences
of fibrant objects. If ˆ�W C P.J /

a ! DP.J /
a sends homotopy cocartesian cubes to

homotopy cartesian cubes, so does ˆ�W C P.J jH /
ajH

! DP.J jH /
ajH

. It follows that, if ˆ is
G–linear, it is also H–linear for every subgroup H of G.

Proof From the explicit descriptions of LJ and RJ of Theorem 3.22, one can see
that LJ commutes with homotopy colimits and that RJ commutes with homotopy
limits. In particular, if X is a homotopy cocartesian J jH–cube, the J–cube LJ .X/ is
also homotopy cocartesian. Hence, by our assumption on ˆ, the J–cube ˆ�LJ .X/ is
homotopy cartesian. The top horizontal map in the commutative diagram

ˆ�L
J .X/∅

'
//

��

holim
P0.J /

Fˆ�L
J .X/

��

RJFˆ�.X/∅ // holim
P0.J /

RJFˆ�.X/

is therefore an equivalence. The vertical maps are also equivalences by the higher
Wirthmüller isomorphism theorem, Theorem 3.22. Thus the bottom horizontal map is
also an equivalence and it factors as

RJFˆ�.X/∅!R∅ holim
P0.J /

Fˆ�.X/ �!
� holim

P0.J /
RJFˆ�.X/:

The first map of the factorization is therefore also an equivalence and, by the explicit
description of RJ in the proof of Theorem 3.22, it is just the canonical map

homH .G; Fˆ�.X/∅/ �! homH .G; holim
P0.J /

Fˆ�.X//:

Since homH .G;�/ detects equivalences of fibrant objects, ˆ�.X/ is homotopy carte-
sian.
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For the second part of the statement, assume that ˆ is G–linear and let X be a homotopy
cocartesian HC–cube. Consider the H–equivariant surjection pW GCjH !HC which
is the identity on H and that collapses the complement of H to the basepoint. It
induces a functor p�W C P.HC/

a ! C
P.GCjH /
a , which, by Proposition A.3, preserves

homotopy cocartesian cubes. Hence p�X is a homotopy cocartesian GCjH–cube. By
the first part of the corollary and G–linearity, ˆ�.p�X/ D p�ˆ�.X/ is homotopy
cartesian. By Proposition A.1, p� detects homotopy cartesian cubes, hence ˆ�.X/ is
homotopy cartesian.

3.5 G–linearity and adjoint assembly maps

Let C and D be pointed G–model categories and let ˆW C !DG be an sSet–enriched
reduced homotopy functor. Recall from Section 3.2 that, for any finite G–set J and
any object c of CG, there is a natural adjoint assembly map

˛W ˆ.c/ �!�Jˆ.†J c/:

The aim of this section is to explore the relationship between the G–linearity of ˆ and
the map ˛ .

Remark 3.24 Given a cofibrant G–object c in CG and a finite G–set J, recall the
cofibrant JC–cube

.SJ c/U D

8<:
c U D∅;
CU c U Œ JC;
†J c U D JC;

from Example 3.4. There is a zig-zag

ˆ.c/ �!� Fˆ.c/ �! holim
P0.JC/

Fˆ.SJ c/ �!� �JFˆ.†J c/;

where the last equivalence is induced by the equivalence of fibrant P0.JC/–diagrams

!J .Fˆ.†J c// �!� Fˆ.SJ c/jP0.JC/

for the G–diagram !Jd from Example 1.19 associated to an object d of DG, with
vertices .!Jd/JC D d and .!Jd/U D � for U ¤ JC . The adjoint assembly map
above fits into the commutative diagram

ˆ.c/

˛
%%

'
// Fˆ.c/ // holim

P0.JC/
Fˆ.SJ c/

�Jˆ.†J c/ // �JFˆ.†J c/:

'

OO
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One can think of the map ˆ.c/! holimP0.JC/ Fˆ.S
J c/ as a model for the adjoint

assembly map that can be defined also when ˆ is not enriched.

Proposition 3.25 Let C and D be pointed G–model categories and ˆW C ! DG an
sSet–enriched G–linear homotopy functor. For any finite G–set J and any cofibrant
G–object c 2 CG, the composite

ˆ.c/
˛
�!�Jˆ.†J c/ �!�JFˆ.†J c/

is a weak equivalence in DG.

Proof The decomposition JC Š
�`

z2GnJ z
�
C

of J as a disjoint union of transitive
G–sets gives a factorization the map of the statement as an iterated construction

ˆ.c/!�z1Fˆ.†z1c/! � � � !�z1 � � ��znFˆ.†z1 � � �†zmc/:

The functor †z.�/ preserves cocartesian cubes and �z preserves fibrant objects,
so, using the natural weak equivalences †z†wc �!� †zqwd for d cofibrant and
�zqwd �!� �z�wd for d fibrant, it suffices to show that ˆ.c/!�G=HFˆ.†G=H c/

is an equivalence for every transitive G–set G=H.

By Proposition 3.13, ˆ sends the homotopy cocartesian G=HC–cube SG=H c of
Remark 3.24 to a homotopy cartesian G=HC–cube. That is, the second map in the
zig-zag

ˆ.c/ �!� Fˆ.c/! holim
P0.G=HC/

Fˆ.SG=H c/ �!� �G=HFˆ.†G=H c/

is an equivalence in DG. The statement now follows from the commutativity of the
diagram in Remark 3.24 above.

We aim at proving a converse to Proposition 3.25. We remind the reader that a
simplicial category C is locally finitely presentable if there is a set ‚ of objects
in C such that every object of C is isomorphic to a filtered colimit of objects in ‚
and, for every � 2‚, the functor MapC .�;�/W C ! sSet preserves filtered colimits
(see [1; 17]). For example, the categories of simplicial sets and of symmetric spectra
(of simplicial sets) satisfy this condition.

Theorem 3.26 Let C and D be pointed G–model categories and suppose that the sim-
plicial categories DH are locally finitely presentable for every H �G. Let ˆW C!DG

be an sSet–enriched reduced homotopy functor and J be a finite G–set. If the canonical
map

ˆ.c/ �!�J jHFˆ.†J jH c/
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is a weak equivalence in DH for every cofibrant object c 2 CH and subgroup H �G,
then the induced functor ˆ�W C P.JC/

a ! DP.JC/
a sends homotopy cocartesian JC–

cubes to homotopy cartesian JC–cubes.

In particular, if ˆ.c/ �!� �GjHFˆ.†GjH c/ is an equivalence for every subgroup
H �G and cofibrant H–object c , the functor ˆ is G–linear.

The proof of this theorem is technical and it is given at the end of the section.

Remark 3.27 The theorem above holds also in the G–model categories of pointed
spaces or orthogonal spectra, even though these are not locally finitely presentable.
The presentability condition is used to commute a sequential homotopy colimit and
a finite equivariant homotopy limit, as explained in Proposition A.8. These commute
also in Top� and SpO, for the following reason. They commute in sSet� as sSetH� is
locally finitely presentable. This property can be transported through the G–Quillen
equivalence j�jW sSet��Top� WSing, using that realization commutes with finite limits
and Sing with sequential colimits along cofibrations. It can be further deduced for
SpO as limits and colimits are levelwise.

Corollary 3.28 Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.26, suppose additionally that the
functor homH .G;�/W DH ! DG detects equivalences of fibrant objects for every
subgroup H of G. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) ˆ is G–linear.

(2) For every cofibrant object c 2 CH and every H � G, the canonical map
ˆ.c/!�GjHFˆ.†GjH c/ is an equivalence in DH.

(3) For every finite G–set J the functor ˆ�W C
P.JC/
a ! D

P.JC/
a sends homotopy

cocartesian JC–cubes to homotopy cartesian JC–cubes.

Proof (1)D) (2) By Corollary 3.23 the functor ˆ is H–linear for every subgroup
H �G. The implication then follows from Proposition 3.25 for the H–set GCjH.

(2)D) (3) By Theorem 3.26 it is enough to show that ˆ.c/! �J jHFˆ.†J jH c/

is an equivalence for every finite G–set J. But ˆ is G–linear by Theorem 3.26 and
hence H–linear by Corollary 3.23. The adjoint assembly is then an equivalence by
Proposition 3.25.

(3)D) (1) For J DG the conclusion in (3) is the definition of G–linearity.
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Remark 3.29 Define the G–differential (at the zero object) of a reduced enriched
homotopy functor ˆW C ! DG to be the functor D�ˆW C ! DG given by

D�ˆ.c/D hocolim
�
Qˆ.c/!Q�GFˆ.†Gc/!Q�2GFˆ.†2Gc/! � � �

�
;

where nG is the disjoint union of n copies of G. As a direct consequence of
Corollary 3.28(2), the functor D�ˆ is G–linear and it is equipped with a universal
natural transformation ˆ!D�ˆ. The argument of [14, Theorem 1.8] applies verbatim
to our equivariant situation, showing that ˆ!D�ˆ is essentially initial among maps
from ˆ to a G–excisive functor. This extends [7, Proposition 2.2.5], which assumed
an extra “stable excision” condition on ˆ.

Proof of Theorem 3.26 We follow the strategy of the proofs of [14, Theorem 1.8 and
Lemma 1.9; 21] of showing that the adjoint assembly map evaluated at a cocartesian
cube factors through a cartesian cube. It is convenient to introduce a new model for the
loop space. For a cofibrant object c 2 CG, we define

�JFˆ.†J c/ WD holim
P0.JC/

Fˆ.SJ c/:

This object comes with a natural weak equivalence �JFˆ.†J c/ �!� �JFˆ.†J c/

(see Remark 3.24). Let X W P.JC/! C be a cofibrant JC–cube. Define a G–diagram
KW P.JC/�P.JC/! C by

K.U; T /D hocolim
S2P1.JC/

X.S\U/[T

and define a JC–cube Y W P.JC/! D by

YT D holim
P0.JC/

Fˆ.K.�; T //:

The key of this proof is to define, for every T � JC , a factorization, natural in T ,

ˆ.XT / //

�
##

�JFˆ.†JXT /

YT

 

88

and show that Y is homotopy cartesian when X is homotopy cocartesian. Writing
�
�U for NP0.U /, the first map of the factorization has U–component

�U W ˆ.XT / �!map
�
�
�U ; Fˆ.K.U; T //�

adjoint to the composite

�
�U
˝ˆ.XT /!ˆ.�

�U
˝XT /!ˆ.K.U; T //! Fˆ.K.U; T //;
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where the second map is induced by ��U˝XT!�
�U˝XT[U!K.U; T /. The map  

is the homotopy limit over U of the map of diagrams Fˆ.K.U; T //!Fˆ..SJXT /U /

induced by the map K.U; T /! .SJXT /U defined as follows. For U ¤ JC , it is the
composite

K.U; T /D hocolim
S2P1.JC/

X.S\U/[T

D hocolim
S2P1.JC/

.�\U/�XS[T ! hocolim
S2P.U /

XS[T ! CUXT ;

where the first arrow is the canonical map induced by .�\U/W P1.JC/! P.U / and
the second arrow is induced by collapsing all the non-initial vertices. For U D JC , the
map is

K.JC; T /D hocolim
S2P1.JC/

XS[T ! hocolim
P1.JC/

�JXT D†
JXT

induced on homotopy colimits by the map of JC–cubes given by the identity on the
empty set vertex that collapses the other vertices to the point.

Now suppose that X is homotopy cocartesian and let us see that Y is homotopy
cartesian. There is a natural equivalence K.U; T / �!� XU[T . Indeed, the maps
X.S\U/[T !X..S[ftg/\U/[T are the identity for all t 2 T , so K.U; T / �!� XU[T
as long as T ¤∅, by Lemma 3.30 below. For T D∅ and U ¤ JC there is a weak
equivalence

K.U;∅/D hocolim
S2P1.JC/

XS\U �!
� XU ;

again by Lemma 3.30, as the maps XS\U ! X.S[fvg/\U are the identity for all
v 2 JCnU. Finally,

K.JC;∅/D hocolim
S2P1.JC/

XS �!
� XJC

since X is assumed to be homotopy cocartesian. This shows that

YT �!
� holim

U2P0.JC/
Fˆ.XU[T /:

For every fixed U ¤ ∅, the cube T 7! Fˆ.XU[T / is homotopy cartesian by
Lemma 3.30, as the maps Fˆ.XU[T /!Fˆ.XU[T[fug/ are the identity for all u2U.
The cube Y is then a homotopy limit of cartesian cubes and therefore also cartesian
since homotopy limits commute with each other.

Iterating this construction and using that †J and �J preserve homotopy cocartesian
and homotopy cartesian JC–cubes, respectively, one gets a factorization of each map
in the colimit system

ˆ.X/ �!� �JFˆ.†JX/ �!� �2JFˆ.†2JX/ �!� : : :
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through a homotopy cartesian JC–cube Y .n/. The maps in this system are weak
equivalences, since all maps ˆ.c/ ! �J jHFˆ.†J jH c/ are assumed to be weak
equivalences. By (classical) cofinality for diagrams in DG, the homotopy colimit of
the sequence above is equivalent to hocolimn Y .n/. By Proposition A.8 we know that,
under our presentability assumptions, sequential homotopy colimits preserve homotopy
cartesian JC–cubes. Therefore ˆ.X/ ' hocolimnQ�nJFˆ.†nJX/ is homotopy
cartesian.

Lemma 3.30 Let J be a finite G–set, X W P.J /! C a J–cube and I � J a non-
empty G–invariant subset such that the maps XS ! XS[i are isomorphisms for all
S � J and i 2 I. If X is a fibrant diagram, it is homotopy cartesian. Similarly, if X is
point-wise cofibrant, it is homotopy cocartesian.

Proof Let PI .J / be the subposet of P0.J / consisting of non-empty subsets of J
that contain I and write � for the inclusion map. The map U 7! U [ I defines a
retraction uI W P0.J /! PI .J /. The assumption on the maps XS ! XS[i implies
that the natural map X ! u�I �

�X is an isomorphism. The composite of the maps

holim
PI .J /

��X �!� holim
P0.J /

u�I �
�X ! holim

PI .J /
��u�I �

�X

is the identity map and the left-hand map is a weak equivalence since uI is right
G–cofinal. Hence the right-hand map is a weak equivalence. It fits into a commutative
diagram

X∅ //

Š

��

holim
P0.J /

X

'

��

XI
'
// holim
PI .J /

X:

The left vertical map is a G–map, which is an isomorphism by assumption, and the
bottom horizontal map is a G–equivalence since I is initial in PI .J /. Therefore the
top map in the square is a weak equivalence and X is homotopy cartesian.

A completely analogous argument shows that X is homotopy cocartesian.

3.6 G–linear functors on pointed G–spaces

Blumberg [4] defines a notion of G–linearity for endofunctors of the category of pointed
G–spaces, for any compact Lie group G. When G is finite, we show that his definition
and ours agree.
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Before starting, let us remark that when working with spaces we can drop all the
point-wise fibrant and cofibrant replacements from the last sections, as homotopy limits
and homotopy colimits of G–diagrams of spaces are always homotopy invariant. For
homotopy limits, this is just because every G–space is fibrant. For homotopy colimits,
there is a natural homeomorphism

.hocolim
I

X/H Š hocolim
IH

.��HX/
H

for every G–diagram X in .Top�/
I
a and subgroup H �G. Here �H W IH ! I is the

inclusion of the subcategory of I of objects and morphisms fixed by the H–action.
Therefore homotopy invariance of homotopy colimits of G–diagrams follows from the
homotopy invariance of classical homotopy colimits of spaces, proved in [9].

Proposition 3.31 An enriched reduced homotopy functor ˆW Top� ! TopG� is G–
linear if and only if the following two conditions hold:

(a) The induced functor ˆ�W .TopG� /
P.1C/ ! .TopG� /

P.1C/ sends homotopy co-
cartesian squares of pointed G–spaces to homotopy cartesian ones.

(b) For every finite G–sets J and every pointed G–space Z the natural map

ˆ

�_
J

Z

�
!

Y
J

ˆ.Z/

is an equivalence of pointed G–spaces.

Proof If ˆ is G–linear, it sends homotopy cocartesian squares to homotopy cartesian
squares by Remark 3.14, and the map ˆ

�W
J Z

�
!
Q
J ˆ.Z/ is an equivalence by

Proposition 3.17.

Conversely, Blumberg [4] proves that (a) and (b) imply that the adjoint assembly
map ˆ.Z/!�Vˆ.Z ^SV / is a G–equivalence for every G–representation V . By
Theorem 3.26, this implies the G–linearity of ˆ.

Remark 3.32 The two conditions of Proposition 3.31 are the definition of G–linearity
in the case of a finite group G of [4, Hypothesis 3.3] (see also [4, Theorem 3.16]).
Blumberg also shows that enriched reduced functors ˆW Top�! TopG� that commute
with filtered colimits admit a model structure Quillen equivalent to the stable equivariant
category .SpO/G, where the fibrant objects are precisely the G–linear functors (see [4,
Theorem 1.3]). This provides a genuine equivariant analogue of the 1–homogeneous
model structure of [2].
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Example 3.33 Let M be a commutative well-pointed topological monoid with additive
G–action and suppose that the fixed point monoids MH are group-like for every
subgroup H of G. The equivariant Dold–Thom construction M.�/W Top�! TopG�
sends a pointed space Z to the space M.Z/ of reduced configurations of points in Z
with labels in M , with G acting on the labels. After extending M.�/ to TopG� , the
group acts both on the labels and on the space. If M is discrete, the homotopy groups
of M.�/ are Bredon cohomology of the Mackey functor H 7!MH. For a pointed
G–simplicial set K the simplicial Dold–Thom construction of Example 3.12 compares
to the topological one by a natural G–homeomorphism jM.K/j ŠM.jKj/.

We prove that M.�/W Top� ! TopG� is G–linear by checking the two conditions
from Proposition 3.31. Given a pointed G–space Z , the fixed points of the map
M.Z/!�M.Z^S1/ compares by natural homeomorphisms to the adjoint assembly
map

M.Z/H �!�M.Z ^S1/H Š�.M.Z//.S1/H Š�M.Z/H .S1/

for the topological group-like monoid M.Z/H. This is an equivalence by standard
arguments; see [19, Theorem 7.6]. This implies, by Theorem 3.26 for the trivial
G–set J D f1g, that the functor M.�/ sends homotopy cocartesian squares of G–
spaces to homotopy cartesian ones, proving the first property of Proposition 3.31. The
second property easily follows, as the map M.

W
J Z/!

Q
J M.Z/ is an equivariant

homeomorphism.

Notice that by G–linearity the map M.Z/!�JM.Z ^SJ / is a G–equivalence for
every finite G–set J. This shows that the associated Eilenberg–Mac Lane G–spectrum
HMn DM.S

n/ is fibrant in the genuine equivariant stable category .SpO/G.

3.7 G–linear functors to G–spectra

We show that the identity functor on G–spectra is G–linear and deduce from this the
classical Wirthmüller isomorphism theorem. We further classify all G–linear functors
from finite pointed simplicial sets to G–spectra.

Let us start by clarifying that, when working with spectra, as for spaces, we can forget
all about the point-wise cofibrant and fibrant replacements from the previous sections,
thanks to the following result:

Lemma 3.34 Let G be a finite group and aW G! Cat be an action of G on a small
category I D a.�/. Then:

� The homotopy colimit functor hocolimW .SpO/Ia ! .SpO/G preserves weak
equivalences between any two diagrams (not necessarily of cofibrant objects).
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� If I has finite-dimensional nerve, holimW .SpO/Ia ! .SpO/G preserves weak
equivalences between any two diagrams (not necessarily of fibrant objects).

Proof For any H–spectrum E there is a functorial cofibrant replacement QE!E,
where the map is a level equivalence. By Corollary 2.22 it is enough to show that
homotopy colimits preserve level equivalences of maps of G–diagrams. Since homotopy
colimits of spectra are defined level-wise, this follows from homotopy invariance of
homotopy colimits for spaces (see Section 3.6).

For the statement about homotopy limits, take a G–diagram of spectra X. The non-
negative equivariant homotopy groups of holimI X are the homotopy groups of the
G–space

hocolim
n

�nG.holim
I

X/.nG/:

Here we use the notation E.nG/ D En ^O.n/ L.RnjGj; nG/C for a G–spectrum E,
where L.RnjGj; nG/ is the space of isomorphisms of vector spaces from RnjGj to nG.
There are natural weak equivalences

hocolim
n

�nG.holim
I

X/.nG/Š hocolim
n

�nG holim
I

.X.nG//

Š hocolim
n

holim
I

�nG.X.nG//

�!� holim
I

hocolim
n

�nG.X.nG//;

where the last map is a weak equivalence by Proposition A.8, as sequential homotopy
colimits and finite homotopy limits of G–diagrams of spaces commute. Therefore,
a weak equivalence of G–diagrams of spectra f W X ! Y induces an isomorphism
in non-negative homotopy groups of the homotopy limit precisely when the map
holimI hocolimn�nGf .nG/ is an equivalence of G–spaces. Since f is an equivalence
of G–diagrams of spectra, the map hocolimn�nGf .nG/i is an equivalence of Gi–spaces
for all objects i of I. It follows by homotopy invariance (Proposition 2.20) that the map
of G–spaces holimI hocolimn�nGf .nG/ is a weak equivalence since it is a homotopy
limit of a weak equivalence of G–diagrams of spaces. If k is negative, the equivariant
kth homotopy group of holimI X is

�0
�
hocolim

n
�nG.Sh�k holim

i2I
Xi /.nG/

�G
D�0

�
hocolim

n
�nG.holim

i2I
Sh�kXi /.nG/

�G
;

where, for a G–spectrum E, the spectrum Sh�kE has nth space En�k . A similar
argument shows that, if f W X ! Y is an equivalence of G–diagrams, holimI f is an
equivalence in negative homotopy groups.
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Theorem 3.35 Let J be a finite G–set and a be the induced action of G on P.JC/.
Any homotopy cocartesian JC–cube X in .SpO/P.JC/a is homotopy cartesian. That is,
the inclusion functor SpO ! .SpO/G is G–linear.

In particular, this implies the Wirthmüller isomorphism theorem, stating that for any
subgroup H �G and H–spectrum E 2 .SpO/H the canonical map

�W G˝H E DGC ^H E �! FH .GC; E/D homH .G;E/

is a weak equivalence of G–spectra.

Proof By the equivariant suspension theorem, the map E!�GjH .E ^SGjH / is a
weak equivalence for any H–spectrum E. By Theorem 3.26 (see also Remark 3.27) this
is equivalent to G–linearity of SpO! .SpO/G. The map �W G˝HE!homH .G;E/ is
a weak equivalence by Theorem 3.20, as homH .G;�/W .SpO/H ! .SpO/G preserves
weak equivalences.

We end the section with a complete characterization of enriched G–linear functors
from the category of finite pointed simplicial sets to G–spectra.

Proposition 3.36 Let ˆW sSet�! .SpO/G be an sSet–enriched reduced homotopy
functor which commutes with filtered colimits and such that the spectrum ˆ.S0/ is
level-wise well-pointed. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) The functor ˆ is G–linear.

(2) The functor ˆ�W ..sSetf� /G/P.1C/! ..SpO/G/P.1C/ sends homotopy cocarte-
sian squares in .sSetf� /G to homotopy cartesian squares of G–spectra and
ˆ
�W

J K
�
!
Q
J ˆ.K/ is an equivalence for every finite pointed simplicial

G–set K and finite G–set J.

(3) For every finite pointed simplicial G–set K, the assembly map

ˆ.S0/^ jKj �!ˆ.K/

is an equivalence of G–spectra.

Proof (1)D) (2) This is true in general, by Remark 3.14 and Proposition 3.17.

(2)D) (3) This can be proven by induction on the skeleton of K. The wedges into
products condition gives the equivalence for the 0–skeleton, and the induction step
follows from the condition on squares. We refer to [7, Proposition 2.1.4] for the details.

(3)D) (1) Since ˆ commutes with filtered colimits, it is sufficient to show that ˆ is
G–linear on the full subcategory sSetf� of finite pointed simplicial sets. By assumption,
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we can equivalently show that E ^ j� j is G–linear on sSetf� for any level-wise well-
pointed G–spectrum E. If X W P.GC/! sSetf� is homotopy cocartesian, the cube of
spectra E ^ jX j is also homotopy cocartesian. Indeed, after applying the geometric
fixed points FH, the map from the homotopy colimit to the value at GC factors as

FH .hocolim
P1.GC/

E ^ jX j/Š FH .E ^ hocolim
P1.GC/

jX j/

Š FH .E/^ .hocolim
P1.GC/

jX j/H

�!� FH .E/^ jXGC j
H
Š FH .E ^ jXGC j/;

where the third map is a weak equivalence since X is homotopy cocartesian and
smashing with a level-wise well-pointed spectrum preserves weak equivalences. By
Theorem 3.35 the diagram E ^X is also homotopy cartesian.

Let FunfGlin.sSet�; .SpO/G/ be the category of enriched G–linear homotopy functors
from pointed simplicial sets to G–spectra which commute with filtered colimits.

Corollary 3.37 There is a model structure on the category FunfGlin.sSet�; .SpO/G/
with the equivalences of Definition 3.8 that is Quillen-equivalent to .SpO/G.

Proof The evaluation at S0 functor evS0 W Funf .sSet�; .SpO/G/! .SpO/G has a left
adjoint L. It sends a G–spectrum E to the functor L.E/DE^.�/W sSet�! .SpO/G.
The unit of the adjunction is the canonical isomorphism E Š evS0.E ^ .�// and the
counit is the assembly map evS0.ˆ/ ^ .�/! ˆ. It is easy to see that evS0 takes
relative LI (resp LJ ) cell complexes to cofibrations (resp acyclic cofibrations). The
argument is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.6. Hence, by [15, Theorem 11.3.2;
26, Remark D.21], the category Funf .sSet�; .SpO/G/ has a model structure where
the equivalences and the fibrations are the natural transformations that are sent by evS0
to equivalences and fibrations in .SpO/G, respectively, and

LW .SpO/G� Funf .sSet�; .SpO/G/ WevS0

is a Quillen adjunction. A natural transformation map LE!ˆ is an equivalence, by
definition, if and only if E!ˆ.S0/D evS0ˆ is an equivalence. Therefore .L; evS0/
is a Quillen equivalence. By Proposition 3.36, a natural transformation ƒW ˆ!ˆ0 is an
equivalence at S0 if and only if it is an equivalence on finite pointed simplicial H–sets
for every H � G, since ˆ and ˆ0 commute with filtered colimits on all simplicial
H–sets.
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Appendix

A.1 Computing homotopy (co)limits of punctured cubes

We compare homotopy limits and colimits of punctured cubes of different sizes, specif-
ically how functors between categories of cubes in C induced by maps pW K! J of
finite G–sets behave on homotopy cartesian and cocartesian cubes.

Proposition A.1 Let pW K ! J be a surjective equivariant map of finite G–sets.
Taking the image by p induces an equivariant functor p0W P0.K/! P0.J /, which is
left G–cofinal. In particular, the induced functor p�W C P.J /

a ! C
P.K/
a preserves and

detects homotopy cartesian cubes.

Proof We show that, for any subgroup H �G and any non-empty object U 2P.J /H,
the set p�1.U / � K is the final object of .p0=U /H. It is non-empty since p is
assumed to be surjective, and clearly satisfies pp�1.U / D U � U. It is final since
objects V 2 .p0=U /H satisfy p.V /� U, therefore

V � p�1p.V /� p�1.U /:

This shows that p0 is left G–cofinal. Now let X W P.J / ! C be a J–cube and
X �!� FX a fibrant replacement. There is a commutative diagram

holim
P0.J /

��0FX

p�0 '

��

FX∅ D .p
�FX/∅oo

��

holim
P0.K/

p�0 .�
�
0FX/ holim

P0.K/
��0p
�FX

where the left vertical map is an equivalence by G–cofinality (Theorem 2.25). Here,
�0W P0.J /!P.J / is the inclusion. Notice moreover that p�X �!� p�FX is a fibrant
replacement for p�X, as for every subset S �K there is an inclusion of the stabilizer
groups GS �Gp.S/ and the forgetful functor CGp.S/! CGS preserves fibrant objects
and equivalences by assumption. From the diagram above we see that X is homotopy
cartesian if and only if p�X is.

Looking for a similar statement for the behavior of p� on cocartesian cubes, we run
into the problem that p does not restrict to a functor P1.K/! P1.J /. There is a
formally dual version of the proof of Proposition A.1 that uses the complement dualities
on P.K/ and P.J /, but it involves a functor C

P.J /
a ! C

P.K/
a different from p�. This

is discussed in Proposition A.5 below. In order to understand the interaction between
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p� and cocartesian cubes we need to introduce a new functor. Let p�1.j /�K denote
the fiber of an element j 2 J and consider the equivariant functor

�W

�Y
j2J

P1.p�1.j //
�
�P1.J /! P1.K/

that sends .fUj gj2J ; V / to
�

j̀2J Uj
�
[ p�1.V /. The product

Q
j2J P1.p�1.j //

is the limit of the G–diagram of categories j 7! P1.p�1.j // with the G–structure
induced by the G–action on J.

The functor � is a categorical analogue of a homeomorphism�Y
j2J

�jp
�1.j /j�1

�
��jJ j�1 Š�jKj�1:

Example A.2 � If pW KC! 1C is the pointed map that sends all the elements of K
to 1, the product of the fibers is simply P1.K/ and the functor

�W P1.K/�P1.1C/! P1.KC/

is analogous to a homeomorphism �
zK � �1 Š �K that splits off a copy of the

trivial representation from the permutation representation of K. This is written in
a more familiar form as RŒK��R Š RŒK�. One could think of the product of the
categories P1

�
p�1.j /

�
as an orthogonal complement for the image of the embedding

p�1.�/W P1.J /! P1.K/.

� Let I and J be finite G–sets and consider the pointed projection pW .IqJ /C!JC
that sends J to J by the identity and I to the basepoint C. The preimages over
the elements of J consist of a single point and the preimage over the basepoint is
p�1.C/D IC . The functor � above is the functor

�W P1.IC/�P1.JC/ �! P1..I qJ /C/

that sends .U; V / to U [ V . It is analogous to the standard homeomorphism of
permutation representations RŒI ��RŒJ �ŠRŒI qJ �.

Proposition A.3 For a surjective equivariant map pW K ! J, the functor � above
is right G–cofinal. Moreover, the functor p�W C P.J /

a ! C P.K/
a preserves homotopy

cocartesian cubes.

Proof Let us first prove that � is well-defined, that is, it does not take the value K.
Write for simplicity U D fUj gj2J and

`
U D j̀2J Uj. Suppose that �.U ; V / D�`

U
�
[p�1.V /DK. Take j in the complement of V in J. The fiber p�1.j /�K
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is disjoint from p�1.V /, but it is covered by the collection U. As each Ui is contained
in p�1.i/ we must have Uj D p�1.j /, but this is absurd since Uj is a proper subset
of p�1.j /.

Now let W be an H–invariant proper subset of K. We show that the right fiber category
W=� is H–contractible by defining a zig-zag of natural transformations between the
identity functor and the projection onto the H–invariant object .∅D f∅gj2J ; p.W //
of W=�. This is well-defined as �.f∅gj2J ; p.W //D p�1p.W /, which contains W .
The intermediate functor of the zig-zag is the equivariant functor � W W=�! W=�

defined by

�.U ; V /D
�
U ; p

�a
U
�
[V

�
:

The values of � are indeed objects of W=�, since �.�.U ; V // clearly contains
.
`
U / [ p�1.V /, which in turn contains W as .U ; V / belongs to W=�. There

is a zig-zag of natural transformations

id �! �  � .∅; p.W //:

Both maps are obvious on the first component. The second component of the rightward
pointing map is the inclusion V � p

�`
U
�
[ V . The second component of the left-

pointing map is induced by the inclusion W � �.U ; V /, which when projected down
to J gives p.W /� p

�`
U
�
[pp�1.V /D p

�`
U
�
[V . The zig-zag above realizes

to a contracting H–invariant homotopy of the category W=�, showing that � is right
G–cofinal.

Now let X 2 C
P.J /
a be a cocartesian J–cube and QX �!� X a point-wise cofibrant

replacement. As in the proof of Proposition A.1, notice that p�QX �!� p�X is a
point-wise cofibrant replacement of p�X. Let us compute the homotopy colimit of
p�QX over P1.K/. By G–cofinality and Corollary 2.26, there are G–equivalences

hocolim
P1.K/

p�QX �!� hocolim
.
Q
j2J P1.p�1.j ///�P1.J /

��p�QX

�!� hocolim
.
Q
j2J P1.p�1.j ///

hocolim
P1.J /

��p�QX:

We claim that, for every fixed collection U of subsets of the fibers, the canonical map

�U W hocolim
P1.J /

.��p�QX/.U ;�/!XJ

is a GU –equivalence. From this claim it follows by homotopy invariance of the
homotopy colimit that hocolimP1.K/ p

�QX is equivalent to the homotopy colimit
over

Q
j P1.p�1.j // of the constant G–diagram with value XJ. Since the indexing

category is G–contractible (it has a G–invariant initial object) this is G–equivalent to
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XJ D .p
�X/K, proving that p�QX is homotopy cocartesian. Let us finally show that

�U is a weak equivalence. The diagram

ZU WD .��p�QX/.U ;�/ DQXp.
`
U/[.�/

is a J–cube with the G–action on J restricted to the stabilizer group GU . Then �U is
an equivalence precisely when ZU is homotopy cocartesian. If any of the sets Uj is
non-empty, the maps .ZU /V ! .ZU /V[j are identities for every subset V � J. We
proved in Lemma 3.30 that in this case ZU is homotopy cocartesian. For the family of
empty sets U D∅, the J–cube Z∅ is the cube X, which is assumed to be homotopy
cocartesian.

Remark A.4 In general p�W C P.J /
a ! C

P.K/
a does not detect homotopy cocartesian

cubes. In the proof of Proposition A.3 we constructed an equivalence over XJ ,

hocolim
P1.K/

p�QX ' hocolimQ
j2J

P1.p�1.j //
Y;

where Y is the diagram that sends ∅D .∅; : : : ;∅/ to hocolimP1.J /QX and all the
other vertices to XJ. If p�X is homotopy cocartesian, the left-hand side is also
equivalent to XJ, but this is in general not enough to conclude that Y∅ is equivalent
to XJ. However, this is the case if C is the category of spectra, as homotopy cocartesian
J–cubes are the same as homotopy cartesian J–cubes (see Theorem 3.35). Hence
the functor p�W .SpO/P.J /a ! .SpO/P.K/a preserves and detects homotopy cocartesian
cubes.

We end this section by discussing the duals of Propositions A.1 and A.3. For an
equivariant surjective map of finite G–sets pW K ! J, let xpW P.K/! P.J / be the
composite functor

xpW P.K/ �! P.K/op pop
�!P.J /op

�! P.J /

that sends a subset U of K to J np.KnU/. The dual of the functor � is defined by a
similar composition, and an easy calculation shows that it is the functor

x�W

�Y
j2J

P0.p�1.j //
�
�P0.J /! P0.K/

that sends .U ; V / to .
`
U /\p�1.V /. The dual proofs of Propositions A.1 and A.3

give the following:

Proposition A.5 The restriction xpW P1.K/!P1.J / is right G–cofinal and the functor
x� is left G–cofinal. It follows that xp�W C P.J /

a !C P.K/
a preserves and detects homotopy

cocartesian cubes and preserves homotopy cartesian cubes.
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We end by noticing that this picture does not have an analogue for injective equivariant
maps �W J !K. It is easy to see that restricting along � does not preserve any cartesian
or cocartesian properties of cubes. The right thing to study seems to be the preimage
functor ��1W P.K/! P.J /, but this does not restrict to either P0.K/! P0.J / or
P1.K/! P1.J /. However, if J and K are pointed and � preserves the basepoint,
there is a retraction pW K! J that collapses the complement of the image of � onto
the basepoint. In this case we can simply consider p�.

A.2 Finite categories and cofibrant G–diagrams

We give a criterion for determining if a G–diagram is cofibrant in the model structure
of Theorem 2.6 when the over-categories of the indexing category I have finite-
dimensional nerve. Such categories are sometimes called directed Reedy categories.
The criterion is in terms of latching maps and it is completely analogous to the classical
theory (see eg [15, Section 15]).

Let C be a cocomplete category. We denote by .I=i/0 the over-category I=i with the
object i D i removed. The latching diagram of a diagram X W I ! C is the diagram
L.X/W I ! C given on objects by

L.X/i D colim..I=i/0 �! I
X
�!C /

and on morphisms f W i ! j by the map induced on colimits by f�W .I=i/0! .I=j /0.
The inclusions .I=i/0 ,! I=i induce maps L.X/i! colimI=i u�i X ŠXi , which give
a natural transformation L.X/!X.

If X 2 C Ia is a G–diagram, the latching diagram L.X/ inherits a G–structure. The
structure maps are the composite maps

L.X/i
L.gX /
���! colim

�
.I=i/0

g
�! .I=gi/0 �! I

X
�!C

�
�! L.X/gi

induced by taking colimits of the compositions in the diagram

.I=i/0 //

g

��

I

g

��

X

��

.I=gi/0 // I
X
// C

gX|�

and the canonical map L.X/!X is a map of G–diagrams.

Proposition A.6 Let C be a G–model category (see Definition 2.1), and I a category
with G–action such that the simplicial set NI=i is finite-dimensional for every object i
in I. Let X be an object of C Ia such that for every object i in I the map L.X/i!Xi is
a cofibration in CGi . Then X is cofibrant in the model structure on C Ia of Theorem 2.6.
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Proof In order to show that X is cofibrant we need to define a lift for every diagram
in C Ia

Y

�
����

X //

l
>>

Z

where the vertical map is an acyclic fibration. We build this lift by induction on a
filtration of I defined by the degree function degW ob I !N ,

deg.i/D dim NI=i:

It is easy to see that the degree function is equivariant (where N has trivial action) and
that if ˛W i ! j is a non-identity morphism then deg.i/ < deg.j /. Let I�n be the
full subcategory of I with objects of degree less than or equal to n. Since the degree
function is equivariant, the G–action of I restricts to I�n and the G–structure on X
restricts to a G–structure on the restricted diagram X�nW I�n! I

X
�!C. We build

the lift inductively on the diagrams X�n .

For the base step, choose a section sW ob I�0=G!ob I�0 . For each orbit  2ob I�0=G
one can choose a Gs./–equivariant lift

Ys./

�

����

Xs./ //

ls./
;;

Zs./

since the map ∅D L.X/s./!Xs./ is a cofibration in CGs./ by assumption (the
map Ys./! Zs./ is an acyclic fibration of CGs./ as equivalences and fibrations
in C Ia are point-wise). Given any object i 2 I�0 outside the image of s , define
li W Xi ! Yi as the composite

Xi
g�1
�!Xs.Œi�/

lsŒi�
���!Ys.Œi�/

g
�!Yi

for a choice of g2G with gsŒi �D i . Since the category I�0 is discrete (a G–set) by the
properties of the degree function, these lifts define a map of diagrams l0W X�0! Y�0
lifting X�0 ! Z�0 . Moreover, l respects the G–structure since the lifts ls./ are
Gs./–equivariant.

Now suppose we defined a lift ln�1W X�n�1! Y�n�1 . Let In be the full subcategory
of I with objects of degree n. Choose a section snW ob In=G! ob In and, for every
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 2 ob In=G , a lift in CGsn./ :

L.X/sn./ //

��

��

Ysn./

�

����

Xsn./ //

lsn./

99

Zsn./

The top horizontal map is the canonical map given by the universal property of the
colimits defining L.X/. Again, the lifts exist because L.X/sn./ ! Xsn./ is a
cofibration. For a general object i of In define

li W Xi
g�1
�!Xs.Œi�/

lsŒi�
���!Ys.Œi�/

g
�!Yi :

Commutativity of the diagram above ensures that the resulting map lnW X�n! Y�n
commutes with the structure maps of X�n and Y�n . Moreover ln respects the G–
structure by Gsn./–equivariance of ls./ .

A.3 Sequential homotopy colimits and finite G–homotopy limits

Definition A.7 [17] A simplicial category C is locally finitely presentable if there is
a set of objects ‚ satisfying

(1) for every c 2‚ the mapping space functor

MapC .c;�/W C �! sSet

preserves filtered colimits,

(2) every object of C is isomorphic to a filtered colimit of objects in ‚.

When C is locally finitely presented the functor mapC .K;�/ commutes with filtered
colimits if K is a finite simplicial set. This follows from the conditions above and
an adjunction argument. We consider the poset category N of natural numbers as a
category with trivial G–action.

Proposition A.8 Let C be a G–model category and suppose that the underlying
simplicial categories CH are locally finitely presentable for all H � G. Let J be a
finite G–set and X W N �P.JC/! C a G–diagram with the property that, for every
n 2N , the JC–cube Xn is homotopy cartesian. Then the JC–cube hocolimN QXn is
also homotopy cartesian.
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Proof We must show that the top horizontal map in the commutative diagram

hocolim
N

QXn;∅ //

'

��

holim
S2P0.JC/

F hocolim
N

QXn;S

'

��

colim
N

Xn;∅ // holim
S2P0.JC/

F colim
N

Xn;S

is a weak equivalence in CG. The left-hand vertical map is an equivalence since, in
the locally finitely presentable category, CG filtered colimits are homotopy invariant
(see eg [8, Proposition 7.3], or [5] for simplicial sets). Similarly, the right-hand vertical
map is the homotopy limit of an equivalence of point-wise fibrant G–diagrams, as each
CGS is locally finitely presentable. The bottom map can be factored as

colim
N

Xn;∅ //

'

((

holim
S2P0.JC/

F colim
N

Xn;S

colim
N

holim
S2P0.JC/

FXn;S

OO

with the diagonal map an equivalence in CG since Xn is homotopy cartesian and
filtered colimits in CG preserve equivalences. To show that the vertical map is an
equivalence, we compute from the definition of homotopy limits. Letting

KS DNP0.S/;

we have isomorphisms in CG

colim
N

holim
S2P0.JC/

FXn;S

D colim
N

lim
�Y
S

mapC .KS ; FXn;S /�
Y
S!T

mapC .KS ; FXn;T /

�
Š lim

�Y
S

mapC .KS ; colim
N

FXn;S /�
Y
S!T

mapC .KS ; colim
N

FXn;T /

�
D holim
S2P0.JC/

colim
N

FXn;S ;

where the middle map is an isomorphism because sequential colimits commute with
finite limits and with the functors mapC .KS ;�/, since each KS is finite. Now let

FX ��FX
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be a replacement of FX by a sequence of diagrams such that for each S � JC the
sequence FXS is a sequence of GS –cofibrations. There is a commutative diagram

colim
N

holim
S2P0.JC/

FXn;S

��

Š
// holim
S2P0.JC/

colim
N

FXn;S

��

holim
S2P0.JC/

colim
N

FXn;S
�
oo

�

��

holim
S2P0.JC/

F colim
N

Xn;S
�
// holim
S2P0.JC/

F colim
N

FXn;S holim
S2P0.JC/

F colim
N

FXn;S
�
oo

where the right-hand vertical is a weak equivalence because colimN FXn;S is fibrant
by an application of the small object argument in the cofibrantly generated model
category CG (see eg [23, Lemma 1.3.2]). It follows that the left-hand vertical map is a
weak equivalence, as desired.
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